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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Cognition has been defined as "the activity of knowing: 

the acquisition, organization, and use of knowledge" (Neisser 

1976). The field of cognitive psychology, which is concerned 

with such diverse topics as perception, memory, attention, 

pattern recognition, problem solving, language, cognitive 

development and a host of other areas, has grown phenomenally 

in the past twenty years. This field has become extremely 

broad, exerting influence on concepts and methodology in 

seemingly diverse areas of psychology such as social psy

chology (Hastie, Ostrom, Ebbesen, Hamilton, Carlston, 1979; 

Schnieder, Hastorf, Ellsworth, 1979) and neuropsychology 

(Moscovitch, 1979). 

A number of researchers involved in both neuropsy

chology and experimental social psychology have expressed 

the need to consider the influence of emotional experience 

on brain function and cognition (Tucker, 1981; Zajonc,1980). 

Contempory cognitive approaches have for the most part 

simply ignored concepts such as affect, emotion, feeling, 

sentiment, and attitude. A few recent theoretical treat

ments have attempted to understand the role of motivational 

and emotional factors in perception and cognition (Broadbent, 



1977; Erdelyi, 1974; Mandler, 1975; Miller and Johnson-Laird, 

1976; Neisser, 1976; Posner and Synder, 1975). Social experi

mental research on attitudes, cognitive dissonance, cognitive 

balance, person impression, and attribution has involved af

fective evaluations (Zajonc, 1980). Phenomena such as liking 

or disliking another person, person preferences, and evalua

tions of others have been of central concern to social psy

chology. 

Zaconc (1980) has argued that an affective reaction, 

or feeling, "accompanies all cognitions, that it arises early 

in the process of registration and retrieval, albeit weakly 

and vaguely, and that it derives from a parallel, separate, 

and partly independent system in the organism" (p.154). 

Based on a review of a variety of social psychological 

research, Zajonc has contended that affective reactions are 

not postcognitive, but that they precede the sort of per

ceptual and cognitive operations commonly assumed to be the 

basis of these affective judgments. He concluded that "in 

contrast with cold cognitions, affective responses are ef

fortless, inescapable, irrevocable, holistic, more difficult 

to verbalize, yet easy to communicate and to understand" 

(p.169). Zajonc suggests that recent research into person 

impression memory offers support for a separate affective 

and cognitive system. Person impression formation research 



indicates that the evaluative or affective person impres

sion may be stored in a different memory system than the 

verbal items that "carry" that impression. 

Impression Formation Research 

Solomn Asch's (1946) classic paper set the tone for 

early theorizing and methodological approaches to the study 

of first impression formation. This approach was dominated 

by Gestalt theoretical principles. Asch's C1946) theori

zing sought to determine "the complexities of developing 

impressions and to study the 'dynamic interaction' among 

stimulus elements" (p.121). The methodology relied on self-

reported inferences about persons with regard to a variety 

of trait adjectives. Asch used two, tasks to study the 

nature of associations of personality traits that come to 

be associated with the stimulus person. One task involved 

the generation of spontaneous descriptions of a stimulus 

person with the purpose of eliciting the most salient or 

accessible association to that person. The other task 

consisted of checking adjectives, from a list of trait 

adjectives, that best characterized the stimulus person. 

Asch was interested in determining the strength of the 

association between a stimulus person and the listed trait. 



Asch's article has led to two important lines of 

research (Schneider, Hastorf, and Ellsworth, 1979). The 

first line of research has been concerned with the organi

zation of a person impression from information obtained 

about that persona Ostrom, Lingle, Pryor, and Geva (1980) 

have identified three concepts that have been typically 

suggested to characterize the organization of person im

pressions a First, it is suggested that there must be a 

discriminable element which contains information concern

ing the person's behavior, likes or dislikes, interests, 

memberships, possessions, general traits or abilities a 

Such discriminable items have been termed "cognitive 

elements." Second, elements must in some way be associated 

with one another, or there must be some concept of "inter-

element associations." Third, there has usually been some 

concept or "theme" by which elements are organized. As 

examples, such theoretical terms as "attribute" (Zaconc, 

1968), "category" (Bruner, 1957), "concept" (Harvey, Hunt, 

Schroder, 1961), "construct" (Kelley, 1955), "dimension" 

(Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum, 1957), "schema" (Kuethe, 

1962), and "stereotype" (Katz and Braly, 1933) have been 

suggested. 

A particularly important concept that has not been 

well understood is the nature of the cognitive elements 



that make up an impression. A majority of the research has 

concentrated on determining the organization of general 

traits or personality trait adjectives into an overall im

pression of another. This research has specified a "trait" 

as a cognitive element that, in combination with other given 

traits and self generated inferences, becomes organized into 

a general impression. Some investigators have focused on 

the semantic dimensions of trait names, noting that dimen

sions that emerge in subject's ratings of people have been 

similar to those that have emerged in research on the seman

tic dimensions of words. 

An important finding from this research is that an 

evaluative dimension has been found in studies in which 

judgments have been made about a person or a word. The 

evaluation has been whether a person is liked or not liked, 

or whether the person is good or bad (Levy and Dugan, 1960; 

Mulaik, 1964; D'Andrade, 1965; Rosenberg, Nelson and Vive-

kananthan, 1968). Other research into everyday beliefs 

about personality, termed "implicit personality theory", 

has consistently noted than an evaluative dimension is 

present in the protocol of all subjects (Osgood, 1962; 

Rosenberg, 1977; Rosenberg and Sedlak, 1972; Kim and Rosen

berg, 1980). 



A second line of research that has developed from 

Asch's (1946) article has focused on the way stimulus in

formation is combined to form an overall impression of an 

individual. This research has been dominated by Anderson's 

(1974) algebraic model of information integration. Within 

a typical impression formation task, a person is presented 

with a list of trait adjectives describing another person. 

From these adjectives an affective or evaluative judgment 

of the other person must be made, usually on a like-dislike 

scale. This model has been successful in providing rela

tively good descriptions of the relationship between the 

overall judgment of a person and the trait information used 

to form that judgment. 

Anderson and Hubert (1963) employed a typical impres

sion formation task in which subjects were presented a list 

of trait adjectives for study. The subjects were asked to 

make an effective rating and then to recall as many of the 

adjectives as possible. While words presented early in the 

list seemed to carry the most weight with respect to the 

evaluative judgment (primary), the words toward the end of 

the list were predominant for recall (recency). Based on 

these results, and the results of a study in which subjects 

made person judgments from descriptive paragraphs (Anderson 

and Farkas, 1973), it was suggested that there are two 



memory systems : one for affective or evaluative information 

and one for semantic or descriptive information. Anderson 

and Farkas (1973) concluded: 

The verbal stimuli function as momentary carriers 
of the information or meaning. As each is received, 
its information is extracted and integrated into 
the current attitude. The verbal stimulus itself 
is no longer necessary, and it is stored in a dif
ferent memory system (p.92). 

Researchers have employed experimental manipulations 

that were effective at altering typical serial order recall 

patterns for adjective lists, but had little effect on the 

impressions (Dreben, Fiske, and Hastie, 1979; Riskey, 1979; 

Rywick and Schaye, 1974). Recent studies by Hamilton, Katz, 

and Leirer (1980), Hartwick (1979), and McGlynn, Yandell, 

Marshall, Klein, and Swaner (1982) have suggested that 

while instruction set (to form an impression or to remember 

the adjectives) or a delay or both may effect the retention 

of the particular adjectives presented, they have little 

effect on the formation or the retention of the impression. 

Posner and Snyder (1975) reported results from a 

Sternberg (1966) memory-scanning task which they interpret 

as supporting the two-memory system concept for component 

adjectives and impressions. Their study, which employed 

reaction time, sought to test the hypothesis that proces

sing trait adjectives involves an "automatic" activation 
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of affective meaning. Affective meaning is described as one 

of a number of potential semantic dimensions that are quickly 

and habitually processed. Posner and Snyder report two ex

periments in which subjects were presented sentences consis

ting of a proper name followed by one to four adjectives. 

The adjectives in each sentence were either all positive, 

all negative, or a mixture of positive or negative traits. 

Following the sentences, a single probe adjective was pre

sented. In one experiment, subjects were required to verify 

that the probe adjective matched one of the words in the 

sentence. In a second experiment, subjects were required to 

verify that a probe adjective either matched the emotional 

tone of the previous sentence or matched an item in the 

previous sentence. 

The most interesting results of the word matching task 

involved "no" responses, that is, when the subjects rejected 

a probe as matching one of the words in the sentence. The 

reaction time for rejecting a match was significantly faster 

when the probe's affective valence (positive or negative 

implication) was opposite to the valence of the sentence 

than when the probe's valence was similar to the sentence's 

valence. There was also a greater probability that an error, 

that is a "yes" response made when "no" was correct, would 

be made as the adjective list length increased for the probes 



which did not match the valence. For the emotion matching 

task, two types of "yes" responses were analyzed; those to 

probe items actually on the list, and those not on the list 

but of the same affective valence a As the number of adjec

tives in the sentence increased (from one to four adjectives), 

reaction time for exact word matches increased, while reac

tion times for valence matches decreased a 

Posner and Snyder suggested the following interpre

tations of their results. Two memory systems were proposed. 

One involved processing the list of trait adjectives that 

were read. The other involved an integration of the valences 

of the individual adjectives resulting in an abstracted or 

generalized affective impression. When subjects matched 

exact words, the time to locate the memory structure repre

senting the probe traits increased as a function of the 

number of items in the list. When an emotion match was re

quired, an increase in list items served to strengthen the 

memory representation of the abstracted impression, resul

ting in a reduction in reaction time. 

The Posner and Snyder (1975) study is important not 

only because it lends support to a two-memory system model 

for trait and affective information, but because of the 

type of methodology used. The use of trait adjectives 

allows the experimenter to vary systematically the positive 
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or negative valence of the trait information and the strength 

of the impression. The effect of these factors on the fac

tual processing of item information can be determined with 

this methodology. Task demands may influence subjects to 

attend to factual content or to emotional content. The use 

of reaction time provided a methodology that was more appro

priate for the investigation of cognitive information pro

cessing than was previous impression formation methodology 

(Lingle and Ostrom, 1979). 

In summary, there is a body of experimental evidence 

which suggests that the affective or denotative aspects of 

personality trait adjectives are stored in a separate memory 

system than are verbal or connotative aspects, Zajonc (1980) 

argues that the affect-content separation is not simply a 

matter of separate storage, but that some separation occurs 

at the point of registration and encoding. This idea fits 

well with extant cognitive models that view the information 

processing system as very flexible in the manner that infor

mation is selectively attended to, processed, and stored. 

Zajonc (1980) has suggested that the processing of 

affective information is probably a "strong candidate" for 

the right cerebral hemisphere. A substantial body of clini

cal and experimental evidence indicates that the two cerebral 

hemispheres provide different contributions to the experience 
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of human emotion (for recent reviews see Tucker, 1981; 

Wexler, 1980). A few attempts have been made to explore 

the separate contributions of the cerebral hemispheres to 

the experience of emotional or affective information in 

neurologically-intact individuals (Sackeim, Gur, and 

Saucy, 1978; Safer and Leventhal, 1977; Safer, 1981; 

Cacioppo and Petty, 1981; Graves, Landis, and Goodglass, 

1981; Schwartz, Davidson, and Maer, 1975; Tucker, Roth, 

Arneson, and Buckingham, 1977). Models of cerebral later

ality have shown factors other than affectivity to influence 

laterality a These factors should be considered when explor

ing the effects of emotional information on lateral perfor

mance of cognitive tasks. 

Models of Cerebral Laterality 

A large body of clinical and experimental evidence 

has suggested that in humans the left and right cerebral 

hemispheres are not bilaterally S3nnmetrical in anatomical 

structure or psychological function. The issue of cerebral 

functional asymmetry has been historically regarded as a 

component of the general issue of localization of brain 

function. This view was developed from behavioral studies 

involving unilaterally lesioned and split-brain patients. 

The left hemisphere has been conceptualized as the locus 

of language comprehension and production for the majority 
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of right-handed individuals. The right hemisphere has been 

regarded as the locus of nonlanguage skills, such as face 

recognition (eaga, De Renzi, 1978), nonverbal picture memory 

(e.g., Milner, 1971), recognition of nonsense figures (e.g., 

Kimura, 1966), and dot enumeration (e.g., Kimura, 1963). 

There is a body of clinical evidence suggesting that 

the cerebral hemispheres provide somewhat different contri

butions to the experience of emotion. One line of evidence 

comes from clinical observations. Systematic differences 

in emotional reactions to unilateral brain damage depending 

upon the side of lesion have been reported (Gainotti, 1972a, 

1972b; Goldstein, 1952; Hecaen, 1962; Ross and Mesulam, 

1979). These studies reported that catastrophic or depres

sive reactions result from left side brain damage while 

indifference or minimization of defect follow right-sided 

damage. These clinical observrations have been supported 

by patient responses following unilateral carotid barbit-

uate injections (Perria, Rosadini, and Rossi, 1961; Rossi 

and Rosadinni, 1967; Terzian, 1964). Clinical research has 

shown that the ability to accurately interpret emotional 

stimuli requires an intact right hemisphere (Cicone, Wapner, 

and Gardner, 1979, cited in Tucker, 1981; Heilman, Scholes, 

and Watson, 1975; Tucker, Watson and Heilman, 1976; Wechsler. 

1973). 

It is not possible in the intact brain to investigate 

the functional abilities of each hemisphere separately. 
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Nevertheless, cognitive tests have been developed which 

allow for the examination of performance based on which 

hemisphere initially receives a stimulus. The most popu

lar cognitive tests take advantage of certain structural 

characteristics of the neural system. A majority of the 

efferent and afferent sensory and motor nerve tracts pro

ject from one side of the body across the body's midline, 

terminating on the contralateral side of the brain. The 

right hemisphere receives sensory information primarily 

from the left side of the body and controls motor output 

produced by the left side of the body a The converse is 

true of the left hemisphere a The hemispheres share in

formation by means of the connecting commissures in the 

intact braiUa This structural arrangement, in conjunc

tion with special presentation techniques, allows the 

experimenter to control which hemisphere initially re

ceives stimulus information. Comparisons of task per

formance based on which hemisphere initially receives 

the information, and thus must initiate processing, have 

been made in a number of sensory modalities. 

Direct Access Model 

Kimura (1961, 1964, 1966) relied on this source-

of-stimulus-presentation logic to develop what has been 

termed the direct access model of laterality effects. 
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She used a dichotic listening technique in which a number 

of verbal and nonverbal sounds to be recognized were pre

sented simultaneously to the left and right ears. The 

input from this type of task projects from each ear pri

marily to the contralateral cerebral hemisphere (see Milner, 

Taylor, and Sperry, 1968). Right-handed adults recognized 

more words and nonsense syllables from the right ear than 

the left ear, but showed the opposite effect for nonverbal, 

melodic patterns and other nonspeech sounds (see Kimura, 

1973). It was reasoned that performance would be better 

if information was directly projected to the appropriately 

specialized hemisphere, rather than transferred across the 

commissures for processing. Thus, the right ear advantage 

(REA) for verbal stimuli suggested a left hemispheric domi

nance for speech perception. The left ear advantage (LEA) 

for identification of nonverbal sounds suggested a right 

hemispheric dominance for complex, nonverbal sounds. 

Experimental evidence has been reported showing that 

auditory information containing emotional content is pro

cessed more efficiently when presented via the left ear. 

Dichotic experimentation has shown a left ear/right hemi

sphere (LE/RH) superiority for the identification of non

verbal, emotional sounds, such as crying and laughing (King 

and Kimura, 1972; Carmon and Nachson, 1973). Auditory ex

periments using monaural presentations to explore performance 
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asymmetry have been reported (Bever, 1971; Elias, Wright, 

and Winn, 1977; Elias, Yandell, and Kavacos, 1981; Safer 

and Leventhal, 1977). Safer and Leventhal (1977) reported 

a LE/RH advantage for judgments of emotional tone of voice 

in a monaural task requiring ratings of both content and 

tone of voice of taped passages. Haggard and Parkinson 

(1971) presented subjects with sentences, which differed 

with respect to tone of voice Ca-ngry, bored, happy, or 

distressed) and content, to one ear or the other. White 

noise was concurrently presented to the contralateral ear. 

Subjects identified the tone of voice more accurately when 

listening with the left ear than the right ear. No ear 

differences for identifying sentence content were found. 

The direct access model has received support from 

visual studies of lateral performance. The visual half-

field presentation technique relies on the quick and pre

cise unilateral or bilateral presentation of visual stimuli 

to a central fixation "point". The quick presentation time 

(less than 200 msec) prevents visual scanning and shifting 

the gaze to the periphery (Springer, 1977). Information 

presented to one visual field is transferred via the hemi-

retina of both eyes and terminates in the contralateral 

cerebral hemisphere. In this manner, the hemisphere which 

initially receives the information can be controlled and 
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specialization can be inferred based on identification 

or reaction time responses a Verbal stimuli, such as the 

identification of single words (e.ga, Hellige and Cox, 

1976), nonsense syllables (eaga, Levy and Reid, 1978), 

and single letters (eaga, Bryden and Allard, 1976) typi

cally result in a right visual field/left hemisphere 

(RVF/LH) performance advantage. A number of nonverbal 

tasks, such as dot enumeration (e.g., Kimura, 1969), face 

recognition (e.g., Rizzolatti and Buchtel, 1977), and 

identification of nonsense shapes Ge.g., Hellige and Cox, 

1976), result in a left visual field/right hemispheric 

(LVF/RH) performance advantage. 

A number of studies have provided evidence in sup

port of a right hemispheric based performance advantage 

for processing visual information with emotional content. 

Most of these studies have involved tasks requiring sub

jects to match laterally presented facial expressions to 

facial expressions held in memory. Suberi and McKeever 

(1977) found that female subjects discriminated memorized 

faces significantly faster when the presentations were in 

the LVF than in the RVF. Subjects memorizing affectively 

neutral faces had a significantly smaller LVF advantage 

than those memorizing emotional faces. Thus, it appeared 

that the use of emotionally expressive faces increased the 
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right hemispheric advantage for recognition. Subsequent 

split-field recognition studies (Buctel, Campari, DeBisio, 

and Rota, in press; Ley and Bryden, 1979; McKeever and 

Dixon, 1981) have provided evidence supporting the sugges

tion that emotionally expressive faces produce greater 

LVF/RH performance superiority (both identification and 

reaction time) than do nonexpressive faces. 

The direct access model is primarily a structural 

model. It relies on the source-of-stimulus-presentation 

logic to test cognitive task performance of the cerebral 

hemispheres a The cerebral hemispheres are assumed to be 

specialized to process certain types of stimuli, such as 

verbal or nonverbal information, emotional or nonemotional 

information, or positive or negative information more 

efficiently. Variations in performance are assumed to de

pend on which hemisphere initially receives a stimulus and 

initiates processing. If the unspecialized hemisphere ini

tially recieves information which it cannot efficiently 

process, the information must be transferred across the 

commissures. This results in the loss of information 

quality or time, or both. A hemisphere is inferred to be 

specialized for processing a certain type of information 

when performance is superior for that information which is 

initially received by that hemisphere. 
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In the last ten years there have been important 

challenges to the direct access model (Bryden, 1978b; 

Cohen, 1979; Friedman and Poison, 1981; Hellige, Cox, 

and Litvac, 1979; Kinsbourne, 1970, 1973, 1975; Mosco

vitch and Klein, 1981). Evidence from recent studies 

has forced the conclusion that a language/nonlanguage 

dichotomy of function is too simplistic and static to 

characterize functional cerebral asymmetry. The newer 

models have attempted to integrate models, methodology, 

and findings from cognitive and information processing 

research to explain lateral performance phenomenon 

(Friedman and Poison, 1981; Hellige, Cox, and Litvac, 

1979; Moscovitch, 1979; Moscovitch and Klein, 1981). 

This cross-fertilization between neuropsychology and 

experimental psychology has influenced findings, models, 

and theory building in both areas of inquiry (Baddeley, 

1978; Cermak and Craik, 1978; Friedman and Poison, 1981; 

Hellige, Cox, and Litvac, 1979; Moscovitch, 1979; Mosco

vitch and Klein, 1981). Evidence accumulated has demon

strated that a number of factors can shift or obliviate 

the magnitude and direction of observed performance dif

ferences between the two hemispheres (Cohen, 1979) . Subtle 

changes in stimulus materials, levels of practice, task 

difficulty, and subject population parameters effect 
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obtained lateral performance differences. Many of the 

findings are in disagreement, lack replication across 

laboratories or paradigms, and show little consistency 

within individuals across the time and tasks. This 

complex and varied body of evidence cannot be explained 

by the direct access model of cerebral laterality because 

of its inability to adequately account for factors that 

result in the observed fluctuation of performance advan

tages. Thus, a number of more complex models have been 

offered to account for these results. 

Coding Strategy and Levels-
of-Processing Models 

The left hemisphere has been suggested to be spe

cialized for sequential, analytic, digital, abstract, or 

symbolic processing, and the right hemisphere for parallel, 

holistic, Gestalt, or analog processing (Hellige, 1980; 

Moscovitch, 1979). These views are based on the idea that 

verbal abilities depend on serial, analytic, and digital 

type processes. The left hemisphere, therefore, will be 

more efficient than the right hemisphere on verbal tasks 

which require this type of processing. In a similar vein, 

the right hemisphere's parallel, holistic, or analog pro

cessing abilities allow it to show advantages on many com

plex visuospatial tasks requiring these types of processing 

skills. 
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A vast amount of literature has resulted from efforts 

to determine which hemisphere is more efficient on certain 

tasks or stimuli and to relate these performance advantages 

to particular processing strategies or styles. As evidence 

for such views, a number of researchers have demonstrated 

that the hemispheric advantage obtained depends on the pro

cessing strategy employed by the subject. Evidence from 

auditory and visual tasks suggest that the demands of the 

task may influence the use of certain strategies, which 

in turn influence obtained lateral performance. 

For example, Spellacy and Blumstein (1970) used a 

dichotic listening task and found the typical right ear 

advantage for the recognition of vowel sounds when expecting 

speech sounds. When expecting non-speech sounds, and pre

sumably employing an appropriate strategy for the recognition 

of nonspeech sounds, subjects exhibited a left ear advantage 

for the same vowel sounds. Additional evidence of strategy 

shift effects in dichotic listening studies are reviewed by 

Bryden (1978a) and Moscovitch (1979). 

Patterson and Bradshaw (1975) conducted a series of 

visual-half-field experiments which required subjects to 

identify a schematic face presented to the left or right 

visual field as the same or different as a schematic face 

held in memory. When the discrimination was relatively 

easy, i.e., two faces either identical on each of three 
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features (eyes, nose, mouth), faster responses were made 

when the target face was projected to the LVF/RH. Responses 

were also faster when the two faces were the same rather 

than when they were different. Patterson and Bradshaw sug

gest that subjects compared the faces in a Gestalt-like, 

holistic fashioUa This is consistent with the idea of a 

right hemispheric specialization for this processing stra

tegy. When the face discrimination task was made more 

difficult by presenting two identical faces or faces which 

differed on only one of the three features, a RVF/LH advan

tage was found. In addition, responses were much slower 

than in the above experiment, and faster when faces were 

different than when they were the same. These effects 

were explained as resulting from a serial, feature-by-

feature comparison process which is terminated when either 

a mismatch is found or all features are found to be iden

tical. Thus, in a primarily nonverbal task, a left hemi

spheric advantage was found. The suggestion that hemis

pheric differences are not exclusively based on verbal 

versus nonverbal stimuli was supported. Patterson and 

Bradshaw suggested a serial or analytic processing stra

tegy for the left hemisphere and a parallel or holistic 

processing strategy for the right hemisphere. 
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A levels-of-processing approach to functional 

specialization has been suggested by Moscovitch (1979). 

Each hemisphere is characterized as the source of various 

component stages or levels of processing that a given task 

requires. This approach adopts assumptions from traditional 

information processing theory. The form or code of a stim

ulus is transformed through a series of successive stages of 

processing. Usually information is thought to be initially 

encoded as physical, sensory features which are extracted 

from the world in a relatively unbiased manner and then 

transformed in a more selective manner to be classified in 

terms of higher-order, abstract codes or categories. Raw 

sensory information must be further encoded or it is lost 

within a very short time after the stimulus disappears, 

i.e., 100-200 msec, for visual information, and 2 sec. 

for auditory information. 

Moscovitch (1979) has provided an important question 

within this stage of processing framework: "At which stage 

do hemispheric asymmetries emerge?" (p.385). Moscovitch 

makes the following conclusions: 

1. Information processing at an early, pre-
categorical, and presumably peripheral 
level is similar in both hemispheres. 
Thus both hemispheres are equally effi
cient in extracting and storing informa
tion about the "physical" features of the 
stimulus array. 
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2. Hemispheric asjmmietries in information 
processing emerge only at a level of 
analysis in which relational or cate
gorical features are represented. 

3. The structural locus at which the 
asymmetry emerges seems to be at the 
level of second-order association 
areas for the visual and auditory 
systems. Presumably this is true of 
other systems as well, but that will 
not be known for certain until more 
information becomes available. 

4. From this locus, information is then 
transmitted either serially or in 
parallel to a variety of structures 
that form an integrated functional 
system, one in the right hemisphere 
and one in the left. The characteris
tics peculiar to each system are de
termined, in part, by the specialized 
information-processing capacities 
evident at the locus and, in part, 
from the specialized operations of the 
other higher-order structures in that 
system. From a information-processing 
point of view, this implies that all 
processes beyond those at which rela
tional or categorical properties emerge 
will be functionally lateralized to the 
left or right hemisphere [which is 
termed the] functional lateralization 
hypothesis (p.411). 

The coding strategy and the levels-of-processing 

approaches both suggest that the hemisphere which initially 

receives the information for which it is specialized will 

show a performance advantage. This principle is similar 

to a major assumption of the direct access model. The 

major difference is that the coding strategy and the 
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levels-of-processing models contend that hemispheric spe

cialization may not completely depend on the type of in

formation, e.g., verbal or nonverbal, that is to be 

processed. The underlying nature of hemispheric specia

lization is assumed to be more basic than the processing 

of different types of stimuli, per se. The assumption is 

that hemispheric performance advantages are determined by 

laterally specialized processing strategies a The type 

of information to be processed, along with a number of 

other factors, may influence the particular strategy 

used. Subtle changes in the stimulus, task demands, 

practice level, and potentially other variables may in

fluence the particular processing strategy employed. 

Thus, the coding strategy and the levels-of-processing 

models provide mechanisms which can account for a shift 

in hemispheric performance advantage while the actual 

stimuli presented laterally remains unchanged. 

The coding strategy and levels-of-processing models 

suggest that global functions such as "language processing", 

"verbal processing", and "visuospatial processing" can be 

separated into specific subprocesses. The coding strategy 

model conceptualizes these subprocesses as cognitive styles 

or strategies, e.g., analytic processing, holistic proces

sing. The levels-of-processing model conceptualizes the 
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subprocesses that are lateralized as higher-order, post-

categorical or relational codes resulting from receding 

of nonlateralized, precategorical, or sensory feature 

extraction. 

The two models suggest that functional specializa

tions are of a partial, rather than complete nature. The 

coding strategy model suggests that many types of infor

mation or stimuli may be processed by either right hemi

spheric strategies or left hemispheric strategies, but 

with differing efficiency. Likewise, the levels-of-

processing approach suggests that different types of 

higher order codes may be employed to process infonnation, 

and any hemispheric advantage obtained will depend on the 

type of receding of lower-order information. Each model 

suggests that information can be processed in a number 

of different ways. The particular strategy or codes em

ployed to process the information will determine the hemi

spheric advantage obtained in a particular cognitive task. 

There is additional evidence supporting the notion 

of partial, as opposed to absolute, specialization. For 

example, clinical and experimental studies show the right 

hemisphere exhibiting at least some capabilities to per-

fonn language tasks. Left hemispheric lesioned patients 

have shown evidence of processing the meaning of concrete 

nouns (Gerschwind, 1970), split-brain patients have shown 
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right hemispheric verbal abilities (e.g., Gazzaniga, 1970; 

Gazzaniga and Le Dotix, 1978), and intact individuals have 

shown evidence of right hemispheric verbal abilities (eag., 

Ellis and Shepard, 1974; Hines, 1976; Day, 1977; Graves, 

et ala, 1981)a 

Specifying the strategies or the specific levels of 

processing that are differentially employed by the hemi

spheres has been problematic a None of the proposed pro

cessing strategy dichotomies has been able to account ade

quately for all the obtained performance differences found 

with laterality studies CHellige, 1980; Moscovitch, 1979). 

Part of the difficulty in resolving the question of the 

underlying nature of hemispheric differences is the impre

cise definitions and operationalization of terms such as 

analytic or holistic. Perhaps there is no single dichotic 

principle that completely describes the functional differ

ences between the cerebral hemispheres. When a particular 

task shows a consistent hemispheric advantage (e.g., left 

hemispheric advantage for verbal tasks), it is unclear 

which of these dichotomies most adequately explains the 

performance differences. It has also been difficult to 

specify or classify the types of higher order codes that 

may be associated with one or another hemisphere. 
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Selective Activation Model 

An alternative model of lateral performance is the 

selective activation model. Kinsbourne (1970, 1973, 1975) 

has argued that the hemispheres do not greatly differ in 

their abilities and that functional specialization cannot 

account for the often sizable performance as3m]metries. 

Rather, the hemispheric performance advantages found in 

laterality tasks are due to the differential allocation 

of attention between the hemispheres. The maximum atten

tion is directed contralaterally to the involved or 

"activated" hemisphere. According to this view, any 

stimulus, regardless of type, will be processed more ef

ficiently when presented directly to the more activated 

hemisphere. 

Two casual factors have been suggested to govern 

the distribution of attention between the hemispheres. 

First, a concurrent workload may prime or activate the 

hemisphere appropriate for that type of processing. For 

example, a concurrent verbal task would increase the allo

cation of attention to the left hemisphere. A concurrent 

visuospatial task would increase the allocation of atten

tion to the right hemisphere. Second, the particular 

cognitive set or expectation of the type of information 

to be processed can serve to activate or prime one hemi

sphere more than the other. The expectation of verbal 
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material will have the effect of activating the left hemi

sphere and producing a perceptual bias toward the contra

lateral side of space, resulting in superior processing of 

the material presented to the right side. Concurrent work

load and cognitive set may be the result of task demands 

or be self-imposed, that is, when the subject spontaneously 

engages in covert verbal activity or when a subject spon

taneously forms a cognitive seta 

The evidence for the selective activation model has 

been inconsistent. Kinsbourne (1970) reported subjects 

showed no visual field differences for a gap localization 

detection task with no memory load. With a six word con

current memory load, a RVF/LH superiority emerged. Kins

bourne suggested the concurrent verbal memory load primed 

or activated the left hemisphere and the task was performed 

more efficiently by the left rather than the right hemi

sphere. Gardner and Branski (1976) failed to replicate 

these effects. Moscovitch and Klein (1980), citing several 

studies that have failed to obtain selective priming effects, 

have concluded that the effect is small, inconsistent, and 

found on tasks that are either neutral, i.e., gap detection 

(Kinsbourne, 1970, 1975), or weakly lateralized, i.e., 

polygon detection (Hellige and Cox, 1976), vowel recogni

tion (Spellacy and Blumstein, 1970), and face recognition 

(Hines, 1978; Kein, Moscovitch, andVigna, 1976). 
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Kinsbourne's (1970) model suggests that when verbal 

and nonverbal stimuli are mixed in a random sequence, no 

expectations or cognitive sets are formed and no as3mime-

tries should be evident. Cohen (1975) found that with a 

mixed list of words, digits, and dot patterns, no asymme

tries were evident. Subjects receiving a pretrial cue 

indicating which type of stimulus would be presented 

showed a RVF/LH advantage for words and a shift toward a 

LVF/RH advantage for dot patterns, which is consistent 

with the selective activation model a Cohen interpreted 

this shift in performance advantage as the result of in

fluencing the subjects to form an appropriate cognitive 

set by cueing them for the type of stimulus to be presented 

Cohen (1979) reports, however, a number of studies which 

mixed stimuli typically found to produce laterality effects 

and found typical effects. For example, Berlucchi, Briz-

zolara, Marzi, Rizzolati, and Ultima (1974) found a LVF/RH 

superiority for face recognition in a mixed series of 

letters and faces. Geffen, Bradshaw, and Nettleton (1972) 

presented pairs of letters which were matched on the basis 

of physical characteristics or names and found that asym

metries produced were unchanged whether the series were 

blocked or mixed. Thus, empirical tests of the selective 

activation model have not been well supported. 
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Limited Capacity Influences 
and Models 

Recent explanations of cerebral laterality, having 

been influenced by current models of selective attention, 

view the himian organism as being a limited capacity infor

mation processing system (e.ga, Kahneman, 1973; Norman and 

Bobrow, 1975; Posner, 1975; Schneider and Shiffrin, 1977; 

Shiffrin and Schneider, 1977). These models of cerebral 

asymmetry retain aspects of the direct access approach 

and the selective activation approach. The two hemispheres 

are viewed as two relatively independent information pro

cessing systems which can be influenced separately (Fried

man and Poison, 1981; Hellige, et al., 1979, Moscovitch and 

Klein, 1980). Each system has a limited processing capacity, 

such that processing is disrupted when more processing re

sources are required to perform a task than are available. 

While the specifics of these models differ, each relies on 

evidence obtained from dual task experiments employed to 

test selective activation versus direct access models of 

cerebral lateral performance. The dual task technique com

pares single task performance to performance of the same 

task with concurrent performance of a second task. The 

logic that underlies the dual task technique is as follows. 

If a certain task X activates a particular hemisphere, then 

when performed concurrently with task Y, task Y performance 
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should show an improvement for the activated hemisphere 

when compared to performance of task Y without the con

current task X (Freidman and Poison, 1981). If task Y 

shows an improvement in performance in single to dual 

task comparisons, then the selective activation model is 

thought to be supported over the direct access model. 

This is because the direct access model predicts that 

hemispheric performance advantages for task Y should 

depend on which hemisphere initially recieves information 

for which it is specialized to process, and does not pro

vide and explanation of changes in performance advantage 

due to a concurrent task. 

Hellige and his colleagues (Hellige and Cox, 1976; 

Hellige, et al., 1979) reported a number of studies ex

ploring the systematic changes in laterality performance. 

In these studies, subjects are required to concurrently 

maintain a set of verbal material in memory while perfor

ming laterality tasks. Hellige and Cox (1976) required 

subjects to hold zero, two, four, or six words in memory 

during a visual split-field form recognition task. The 

task required observers to recognize complex polygon forms 

presented to the LVF or RVF. While form recognition was 

slightly better on LVF/RH trials compared to RVF/LH trials 

in the no memory condition, memory loads of two or four 

words produced a RVF/LH form recognition advantage. When 
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the memory set size was increased to six words, RVF/LH 

performance decreased such that a LVF/RH performance 

advantage reappeared. The shift towards a left hemi

sphere advantage for form recognition with memory loads 

of two or four v/ords supported a selective activation 

account. The selective activation model predicts the 

verbal processing required for the memory task preferen

tially activates the left hemisphere and results in better 

performance for information obtained from the contralateral 

side of space (i.e., RVF). The effects obtained with the 

six word memory load are not consistent with the selective 

activation model, which does not predict the obtained 

decrement in performance. 

Hellige and Cox reported a similar dual task experi

ment requiring subjects to identify four letter words pre

sented to the LVF or RVF while holding zero, two, four, or 

six words in memory on each recognition trial. Word re

cognition was about 23 percent higher on RVF/LH than LVF/RH 

trials in the no memory condition, but reduced to about 10 

percent for RVF/LH trials with concurrent memory loads. 

The two experiments by Hellige and Cox (1976) suggest that 

different degrees of difficulty associated with a concur

rent verbal memory task results in different laterality 

patterns. These effects would not be predicted by the 

selective activation model. 
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Subsequent experiments reported by Hellige, et al., 

(1979) further explored various aspects of the concurrent 

memory paradigm. Experiment 1 required subjects to re

tain material not easily verbalized (visuospatial matrix 

patterns) and varying in complexity in memory while per

forming either word recognition of form recognition later

alization tasks. This procedure did not produce laterality 

shifts that were found with concurrent verbal memory in 

the Hellige and Cox (1976) study. The memory loads did 

clearly interfere with form recognition, but there was an 

absence of laterality shifts that were found in the pre

vious studies. The verbal nature of the concurrent memory 

task in the Hellige and Cox (1976) study apparently was 

important in producing laterality shifts. 

Experiments 2 and 3 required subjects to either 

determine if two simultaneously presented nonsense forms 

were the same or if either matched a form held in memory. 

Subjects, in both conditions, were required to hold in 

memory various verbal sets while performing the matching 

tasks. No laterality shifts XN̂ere obtained when the task 

involved determining if two simultaneously presented 

shapes matched. Shifts were found when determining if 

either of the stimuli matched a shape held in memory. 

These results suggest that concurrent verbal memory 
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influenced stages of processing beyond the initial regis

tration of visuospatial information. Experiments 4 and 5 

involved verbal laterality tasks with verbal memory loads. 

In these tasks it was also found that verbal memory loads 

affected processing stages beyond the initial registra

tion of visual information. 

Hellige and his colleagues suggested that the left 

hemisphere should be conceptualized as a typical limited 

capacity information processing system which can be in

fluenced separately from the right hemispheric system. 

The left hemisphere may become activated by an activity 

for which it is specialized, such as verbal processing. 

The findings for the two and four word concurrent memory 

condition in the Hellige, et al. (1976) study provide 

support for this contention. The left hemisphere may 

become overloaded with processing requirements resulting 

in decreased processing efficiency, as was found in the 

six word concurrent memory load condition. 

Elias, Winn and Wright (1979), in a within-subjects 

design, compared performance on a verbal concept as3m]metry 

task to the same task with a concurrent memory requirement. 

Performance of middle age and younger subjects was enhanced 

under concurrent memory conditions, while performance for 

older subjects decreased. Concurrent memory requirements 
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resulted in a trend toward increased difficulty in 

inferred right hemispheric processing for the older men 

and increased difficulty in left hemispheric processing 

for the older women. The concurrent memory requirement 

may have served to activate the left hemisphere, re

sulting in improved perfomnance for the younger subjects. 

For older females, the concurrent memory requirement 

seemed to overload the left hemisphere and resulted in 

decreased performance. A concurrent memory requirement 

may serve to arouse a processing mechanism up to a point, 

but with too great or difficult a concurrent memory re

quirement, the processing mechanism may become overloaded. 

Multiple Resource Model 

Friedman and Poison (1981) have developed a multiple 

resource framework of limited capacity information proces

sing to account for the great variability in obtained 

cerebral lateral performance. The left and right hemi

spheres are proposed to consist of a system of mutually 

inaccessible and finite pools of processing resources. 

This framework was developed from information processing 

models that depict the human organism as containing multi

ple pools of processing resources (Navon and Gopher, 1979). 

Important assumptions contained in single-capacity models 

of information processing, from which this multiple resource 

model was developed, will be presented. 
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A primary assumption of a single-capacity model is 

that all mental processes require an amount of processing 

resources (otherwise referred to as facilities, effort, 

capacity, attention, etc.: see e.g., Kahneman, 1973; 

Kerr, 1973; Shiffrin, 1976). The human processing system 

possesses at any one moment a finite amount of processing 

resources. Multiple mental processes can proceed in 

parallel without decrements in efficiency only as long 

as the total resource capacity is not spent. Performance 

is viewed as a function of the processing resources that 

are required and by what has been termed subject-task 

parameters (Navon and Gopher, 1979). Subject-task para

meters are conceived of as a broad class of factors or 

constraints imposed upon the system by the task and the 

individual performing the task. For example, subject-

task parameters may include task complexity, response 

complexity, visual field of presentation, exposure dura

tion, stimulus type and quality, level of practice, visual 

acuity, sex of subject, and handedness of subject (Fried

man and Poison, 1981; Navon and Gopher, 1979). 

Performance is thought to be either resource or 

data limited, depending upon the subject-task parameters 

involved in the task. Resource limitations can effect per

formance due to increases or decreases in resources that 
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are invested in processing the task, such as using more 

or less effort or attending closer to the task. In some 

cases, investing more resources will not increase perfor

mance on a task due to data limitations, such as poor 

stimulus quality or the lack of sufficient memory repre

sentation. 

A number of factors need to be considered when 

specifying the relationship between resource allocation 

and performance. First, maximum performance, given a 

particular set of subject-task parameters, can be supported 

with less than the maximum commitment of resources. Per

formance can reach a maximum level before the available 

resource supply has been depleted. Second, resource effi

ciency will influence performance, as will the amount of 

resources allocated. Resource efficiency refers to the 

performance increment obtained per unit of resource added. 

Third, the task demands, the intended level of performance, 

and the efficiency of the resources will determine the 

amount of resources needed to obtain a particular level 

of performance for a given task. The intended level of 

performance x̂/ill be influenced by motivational factors, 

such as level of arousal and expected gain. The intended 

level of performance can be obtained only if the particular 

subject-task parameters will support that level. 
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Navon and Gopher (1979) reviewed a large amount of 

data, primarily involving dual task performance studies, 

and suggested that a multiple resource model can better 

account for obtained asymmetry results than a single 

resource model. They suggest that the human information 

processing system is composed of multiple types of re

source pools, each with its own limited capacity. This 

allows for a more flexible, adaptive processing system, 

which can account for a large number of alternate means 

for achieving successful performance on a particular task. 

Friedman- and Poison (1981) suggest the following example: 

...suppose the task is to remember a short list 
of visually presented nouns that are orthogra-
phically and phonemically distinct. Some people 
might use primarily phonemic or semantic infor
mation, others might remember the global shapes 
of the words or their referents, and still others 
might use a combination of these strategies, yet 
the final levels of performance attained by these 
individuals might not differ. Thus, it may be 
possible to obtain similar levels of performance 
from people who have used processing strategies 
and hence subsets of resources that are quite 
distinct (p.1038). 

Friedman and Poison (1981) suggested the limiting case 

of the multiple resource model is a system containing two. 

independent pools of resources, each with a finite capacity. 

The asymmetrical structure and function of the human brain 

offers an appealing case of a two resource supply model of 
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information processing. This model depicts each hemisphere 

as containing independent collections of processing mechan

isms to perform a variety of perceptual, motor, and cogni

tive processes. These mechanisms require resources to 

operate, but the mechanisms within each hemisphere draw 

upon and compete for a fixed, limited, and undifferen

tiated resource pool. Information from various processes 

performed in each hemisphere may become available for 

further processing within that hemisphere, or be trans fared 

across the commissures to the other hemisphere for further 

processing. 

Task performance is assumed to involve a number of 

coordinated processes. The particular combination of re

sources required to perform a task, referred to as the 

resource composition, can be classified as one of four 

possible types. A given level of performance mâ / be ob

tained from mechanisms contained in either hemisphere, 

thus drawing upon resources from either hemisphere. This 

type of task would not be expected to result in lateral 

performance differences. Performance of a task may require 

primarily left hemispheric mechanisms, and thus draw upon 

left more than right hemispheric resources. This type of 

task would be expected to result in a left hemispheric 

performance advantage, as long as maximum left hemisphere 
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capacity is not exceeded. Similarly, the task may require 

primarily right hemispheric mechanisms that draw upon right 

hemispheric resources, resulting in a right hemispheric 

performance advantage. Another type of resource composi

tion, which is most probable for complex tasks, involves 

resources from both hemispheres. Several different re

source compositions, drawing upon supplies of the hemi

spheres in various proportions, may be sufficient to 

perform certain tasks. Hemispheric resources required to 

obtain a certain level of performance will, therefore, not 

necessarily be equal for any given task, type of stimulus, 

instructional set, or subject. Either hemisphere is likely 

to be able to perform many tasks using their unique mechan

isms and resources. Different resource compositions may be 

more or less effective in achieving the level of performance 

attempted. 

The multiple resource model is more complex and has 

a broader theoretical structure than the previously reviewed 

models. Within this framework, predictions similar to those 

made by alternate models can be made as long as certain spe

cified conditions are met. For example, if processing re

quirements of a task demand a hemispheric-specific resource, 

predictions similar to those made by the direct access 

approach would follow. An improvement in joint-relative to 
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single-task performance would follow from the selective 

activation model under certain conditions and would be 

specified by the multiple resource approach by invoking 

the concept of concurrent benefit. Concurrent benefit 

refers to an improvement in performance in joint-relative 

to single-task performance due to moderate increases in 

activation or arousal (Kahnewan, 1973; Posner, 1975). 

While this model may serve to provide a more cohesive 

theoretical structure, it is extremely hard to exclude 

all alternative models in a single experiment. The 

multiple resource model has yet to receive sufficient 

empirical test to determine its usefulness. Regardless 

of the model which ultimately proves most useful, an 

understanding of the complexities and alternate inter

pretations resulting from different models is important 

for interpretations of data concerning lateral performance. 

A problem that is relevant to all models of cerebral 

specialization is the wide range of between and within 

subject individual differences observed in lateral perfor

mance studies. Differences have been related to sex of 

subject (e.g., Bryden, 1978a; Buffery and Gray, 1972; 

Springer, 1977; Witelson, 1976; Waber, 1978), handedness 

of subject (e.g., Hardyck and Petrinovich, 1977; Levy and 

Reid, 1976, 1978), subject's age (Elias, 1979; Waber, 1976) 
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and depression and schizophrenia (Tucker, 1981; Wexler, 

1980). These subject differences likely represent complex 

mechanisms involving a variety of potential underlying 

factors, such as cerebral organization differences, devel

opmental effects, social or cultural effects, and so on. 

The most typical procedure to control for variance attri

butable to these factors has been to either choose a rela

tively homogeneous population, such as right handed, col

lege age males for testing, or to separately analyze groups 

of subjects based upon factors such as sex, handedness, and 

age. Within the multiple resource framework provided by 

Friedman and Poison (1981), all of these factors are re

cognized as subject-task parameters which need to be con

sidered when investigating aspects of cerebral specializa

tion. Male, right handed, college age students, have been 

identified as the subject group showing the largest and 

most consistent performance differences between the hemi

spheres (Friedman and Poison, 1981; Springer, 1977). 



CHAPTER II 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The two-memory system model of person impression 

formation has suggested that memory for person impression 

is distinct from memory for trait adjectives that were 

used to form that impression (Anderson and Hubert, 1963; 

Anderson and Farkas, 1973). The model has further pro

posed that the affective meaning of the trait adjectives 

used to form an impression is processed differently and 

perhaps separately from the processing of verbal items 

that "carry" the affective information (Zajonc, 1980). 

Zajonc (1980) has alluded to the possibility that affec

tive information may be more efficiently processed by the 

right hemisphere and others (Sackeim, et al., 1978; Safer 

and Leventhal, 1977; Safer, 1981; Cacioppo and Petty, 1981; 

Graves, et al., 1981;Schwartz, et al., 1975; Tucker, et al., 

1977) have provided data which has suggested the same pos

sibility. There has been as yet little definitive evidence 

showing that the right hemisphere is superior to the left 

for the processing of information with emotional content 

or is more efficient in the extraction of such information 

from verbal material. 

43 
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In order to determine potential relationships 

between the two-memory system model of impression infor

mation and explanations of cerebral specialization, three 

basic cerebral as3mmetry tasks, which used personality 

trait adjectives as stimuli, were developed for the present 

study. These tasks required subjects to compare trait 

adjectives, presented within a visual asymmetry paradigm, 

to the stored affective impression provided by those 

traits, or to the memory representation of the actual trait 

adjectives. 

There have been a number of asymmetry of brain 

function models which could be used to predict the outcome 

of the proposed research with regard to memory, impression 

formation and asymmetry. A direct access model, which has 

suggested that the verbal nature of the stimuli should re

flect a left hemispheric specialization, would predict a 

RVF performance advantage for each task. This prediction 

would be due to the verbal nature of the laterally presented 

trait adjective probes. 

Clinical studies (Tucker, 1981) which have suggested 

that emotional or nonemotional aspects of the stimuli would 

be the major influence on lateral performance would predict 

different lateralized patterns for the tasks. The evalua

tive matching task, which required subjects to determine 

the affective meaning of the adjectives, would be expected 
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to result in a LVF performance advantage. This finding 

would reflect a right hemispheric specialization for pro

cessing affective aspects of trait adjectives. The word 

matching task, which required a reliance on verbal memory, 

would be expected to result in a RVF performance advantage, 

and by inference a left hemispheric specialization for 

processing noneffective aspects of the trait adjectives. 

The lateralized valence hypothesis (Tucker, 1981) 

would predict that the positive or negative nature of the 

stimuli would influence the lateral performance as3niimetries 

obtained. This hypothesis has suggested that the right 

hemisphere is associated with the expression and compre

hension of negative affect. This has been thought to be 

a reflection of basic withdrawal responses. Similarly, 

this hypothesis has associated the left hemisphere with 

positive affect, or basic approach responses. In the pre

sent study, positive and negative evaluative stimuli were 

systematically varied with side of presentation to allow 

for the determination of the effects of positive and nega

tive information on lateral performance. 

The selective activation model has placed emphasis 

on factors that influence attention to explain performance 

asymmetries. A task which required verbal information to 

be held in memory has been thought to "activate" the left 
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hemisphere and direct attention to the right side of space. 

This would be expected to result in more efficient proces

sing when stimuli are presented to the RVF. According to 

this model, as the memory requirements are increased by 

increasing the number of items in the sentences, the left 

hemisphere should show greater activation and result in 

larger RVF performance advantages. 

The multiple resource model has depicted the hemi

spheres as separate information processing systems that 

draw upon their own unique processing resources. A concur

rent task has been thought to arouse one of the processing 

systems and results in more efficient processing. Proces

sing requirements that draw upon more processing resources 

than are available for that system have been suggested to 

result in a decline in performance. 

Since the matching tasks required either the main

tenance in memory of an impression or actual items used to 

form that impression, a third task was developed to require 

both. This task included evaluative matches with the added 

requirement of concurrent verbal memory. Reaction time for 

RVF/LH presentations in this task should increase compared 

to RVF/LH presentations in the evaluative matching task 

without concurrent memory load if the processes involved 

in verbal memory storage require left, and not right, 

hemispheric resources. 
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It was not the goal of this research merely to provide 

data suggesting another manner to dichotomize the hemispheres 

into such functional categories as verbal/nonverbal, affective/ 

noneffective, positive affect/negative affect. In fact, it 

was not expected that the design would provide support for a 

single as3niimetry model to the exclusion of all others. It has 

been generally acknowledged by researchers of cerebral as3mi-

metry that there cannot be a single, crucial experiment that 

will support one approach to cerebral as3mimetry and disprove 

the competing alternatives (Friedmand and Poison, 1981). It 

was expected that asymmetry effects would systematically vary 

depending upon various aspects of the tasks, such as evalua

tive vs. verbal item matches, positive vs. negative valence 

matches, and levels of memory'loading. The pattern of results 

obtained should provide support for mechanisms proposed by 

the various models and not support for a single model to the 

exclusion of alternate views. 



CHAPTER III 

METHOD 

Subjects 

Twenty-two right handed, male subjects were recruited 

from introductory psychology courses and given partial course 

credit for their participation. All subjects were determined 

to be right handed based on the Harris Lateral Dominance 

test (Harris, 1958). 

Experimental Design 

The proposed research employed a 2 (positive and 

negative probes) x 2 (RVF, LVF) x 2 (match and no match 

responses) x 3 (one, two, and four adjective sentences) x 

3 (evaluative matching task, word matching task, evaluative 

matching plus recall task) repeated measures analysis of 

variance experimental design. Six data points per subject 

were obtained for each cell of the design. Median reaction 

time per cell served as the dependent measure. 

Stimulus Materials 

Thirty six sentences were formed consisting of a 

proper male name, folloxved by the verb i£, and one, two, or 

48 
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four trait adjectives. Eighteen sentences, used for an 

evaluative matching and an evaluative matching plus recall 

task, consisted of nine sentences with all negative traits 

and nine sentences will all positive traits. For a word 

matching task, three sentences contained a single positive 

trait, three sentences a single negative trait, six senten

ces a positive and a negative trait, and six sentences t:\<fo 

positive and two negative traits. The six trait adjectives, 

wise, mean, loyal, cruel, honest, and greedy were used as 

probe items. These adjectives were chosen to include a 

positive four, five and six letter trait and a negative 

four, five and six letter trait. The trait adjectives were 

chosen from Anderson's (1968) norms, which have been rated 

for likableness implications on a zero to six scale. A 

zero indicates a least desirable trait and a six indicates 

a most desirable trait. Adjective length was varied with 

equal numbers of four, five and six letter adjectives used 

to construct sentences. 

Stimuli consisted of Apple II computer ASCII charac

ters presented on a video monitor screen. When viewed on 

the screen, stimuli subtended visual angles of .5 degrees 

vertically. Horizontally, stimuli subtended visual angles 

of 2 degrees for four letter words, 2.75 degrees for five 

letter words, and 3.5 degrees for six letter words. The 
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distance between the inner edge of each probe stimuli, 

presented horizontally, and the fixation point subtended 

a visual angle of 1.5 degrees. 

The 144 trials in each task consisted of 6 trials 

for each visual field (right or left) by sentence adjective 

length (one, two, or four) by probe valence (positive or 

negative) by required response (match or no match) combina

tion. Probe items were not contained in the sentences for 

the evaluative matching task, with half of the sentences 

followed by a probe that matched valence (i.e., positive 

sentence and positive probe, negative sentence and negative 

probe) and half followed by a probe which did not match 

valence. Half of the word matching task sentences were 

followed by a probe adjective contained in the sentence. 

Sentence order for each task was randomized, with the con

straint that no sentence or probe was presented twice in 

sequential order. Two different sentence orders were con

structed for each task. Probe traits and associated sen

tence adjective lists, including likableness ratings, are 

presented in Appendix A for the evaluative matching task and 

the evaluative matching plus recall task and in Appendix B 

for the word matching task. 
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Apparatus 

Stimulus presentations, presented on an Amdek Video 

100 12-inch monitor screen, were controlled with an Apple II 

personal computer. Software used to control presentation 

times and record reaction times was adopted from Price (1979). 

Identification responses and reaction times were recorded 

and stored by the computer. Subjects activated one of two 

Micro Switches to respond to stimuli. The response switches 

were positioned such that a slight upward movement or down

ward movement of the right index finger activated one or 

the other switch. 

Procedure 

Subjects performed two basic tasks: an evaluative 

matching and a word matching task. In the initial session, 

subjects were informed they would be participating in two 

experiments, requiring one hour of testing on two successive 

days. They were informed that the tasks would require them 

to respond to information presented on a television screen 

according to varying instructions. Hand preference was then 

assessed with the Harris Lateral Dominance test (Harris, 

1958) . 

Subjects were seated in a chair directly facing the 

video monitor and tested individually. Prior to testing. 
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subjects were given several practice trials where they were 

presented with a single, centrally presented letter, followed 

by a laterally presented letter. They were instructed to 

respond with the appropriate finger response to indicate 

whether the laterally presented letter matched the previously 

presented letter. Written instructions for the practice task 

were presented on the video monitor and can be seen in Appen

dix Ca For one half of the subjects, a downward finger move

ment indicated a "match" response and an upward finger move

ment indicated a "no match" response, and vice versa for the 

remaining subjects. All subjects responded with their right 

index finger. This practice task was employed to acquaint 

subjects with the nature of the video characters, a centrally 

positioned fixation point and the type of stimulus matching 

response required for the remaining tasks. 

Evaluative Matching Task 

Subjects were informed, via written instructions on 

the video monitor, that they were to view a sentence pre

sented centrally, which described a person: e.g., John is 

rude showy. Subjects were instructed to "quickly develop 

an impression of the person" or "decide if you would like 

or dislike the person." Evaluative matching task instruc

tions can be seen in Appendix D. The sentence disappeared 

after six seconds and the field remained blank for 1.5 
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seconds. A central fixation point, the cross symbol (+), 

then appeared for one second. This was followed succes

sively by the appearance of a probe adjective to either 

the left or right of the fixation point for .2 seconds. 

In order to produce more precise probe presentation times, 

probes were overwritten with asterisk symbols (*) to mask 

visual after images. The adjective was to be identified 

as consistent or inconsistent with, or a "match" or "no 

match" to the impression formed from the initially presented 

sentence. Subjects were asked to make their response as 

quickly as possible by making an appropriate up or down fin

ger movement. This stopped the timing of the sequence which 

was initiated with the probe onset. Subjects were urged to 

hold their gaze on the fixation "cross" and thus not favor 

one visual field over the other. Appendix E provides an 

illustration of the sequence of events. Subjects were given 

a five minute break after 72 trials were completed and be

fore the word matching task began. 

Word Matching Task 

For the word matching task, subjects were instructed 

via written instructions on the video monitor, to determine 

if the probe adjective that followed the sentence was an 

"exact word match" to a word in the previous sentence. The 

sequence and timing of stimulus presentations were the same 
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as in the evaluative matching task. Subjects again 

responded to the probe items with the appropriate finger 

movement a It was again stressed that fixating on the 

central "cross" would facilitate correct identification 

and reaction time. Instructions for the word matching 

task can be seen in Appendix F. 

Evaluative Matching Plus 
Recall Task 

Following the word matching task, subjects were 

dismissed and scheduled to return the following day. On 

return, subjects began the session with the letter matching 

practice task. Instructions similar to those given for the 

evaluative matching task were presented via the video moni

tor. In addition, subjects were informed that the word 

recall would be presented following each matching response. 

This served as a cue for subjects to try and recall as many 

of the words in the previous sentence as possible. Follow

ing vocal recall responses, subjects initiated the next 

trial sequence by depressing a switch. Instructions for 

this evaluative matching plus recall task can be seen in 

Appendix G. Vocal recall responses were recorded on a 

portable cassette recorder. Upon completion of this task, 

subjects were dismissed. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

The dependent measure of interest was decision time. 

The mediam decision time from a maximimi of six possible 

times per cell in the design was used in the analysis. 

Decision times were discarded for trials in which an error 

was made. Six subjects did not make a correct response in 

at least one cell of the design and these subjects' scores 

were discarded for the analyses. This occurred despite the 

fact that overall accuracy was high, 88.09%, with 94.5% 

correct for the word matching task, 87.677=, correct for the 

evaluative matching plus recall task, and 82.17o for the 

evaluative matching task. The overall accuracy for the 

remaining 16 subjects was 91.37o, with 96.15% correct for 

the word matching task, 90.4% for the evaluative matching 

plus memory task, and 87.4% for the evaluative matching 

task. The median decision times for the 16 subjects were 

analyzed as a completely within-subjects, five factor. 

Visual Field by Probe Valence by Match/No Match response 

by Sentence Length by Task, analysis of variance. The 

design is illustrated in Appendix H. 

The main effect for Task, which can be seen in 

Figure 1, was highly significant, F (2,30) = 32.4, 
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Figure 1. Mean decision time for 
the evaluative matching task (E), the 
evaluative matching plus recall task (ER), 
and the word matching task (W). 
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D < .0001. The word matching task supported the fastest 

decision times. Mean = 676 msec., S.D. = 301, followed by 

the evaluative matching plus memory task, Mean = 894 msec. , 

S.D. = 429, and the evaluative matching task, Mean = 1200 

msec, S.D. = 548. The Task main effect accounted for 17% 

of the total variance (oâ ) , while all other main effects 

and interactions accounted for less than 1% of the total 

variance each. A nimiber of two and three way interactions 

involving the Task variable reached significance and can 

be seen in Table 1. 

Evaluative Matching Task 

For the evaluative matching task a significant ef

fect for Visual Field, F (1,15) = 6.79, £ < .01, indicated 

that probes presented to the RVF/LH, Mean = 1169 msec , 

S.D. = 558, were responded to faster than probes presented 

to the LVF/RH, Mean = 1231 msec, S.D. = 538. Responses 

were faster to RVF/LH probes than to LVF/RH probes for 13 

of the 16 subjects analyzed. A significant Visual Field 

by Probe Valence interaction, F (1,15) = 9 .35, £ < .003, 

revealed that within the evaluative matching task, decision 

times for Negative Probes presented to the RVF/LH, Mean = 

1162 msec, S.D. = 420, were significantly faster than 

Negative Probes presented to the LVF/RH, Mean = 1337 msec, 
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TABLE 1 

FIVE FACTOR ANOVA SUMMARY TABLE 

Visual Field (VF) X Probe Valence (PV) X Match or No Match 
Response (MNM) X Sentence Length (SL) X Task 

Decision time effects which include the TASK factor'̂  

SOURCE 

TASK 
TASK (SUBJ) 
VF^TASK 
VF*TASK (SUBJ) 

PV^TASK 
PV*TASK (SUBJ) 

14NM*TASK 
MNM*TASK (SUBJ) 

SL̂ -TASK 
SL*TASK (SUBJ) 

VF*PV*TASK 
VF̂ -PV̂ 'TASK (SUBJ) 

VF̂ MNM'̂ -TASK 
VF^MNM'VTASK (SUBJ) 

VF'VSL-'-TASK 
VF'VSL-'-TASK (SUBJ) 

PV'̂ MNM-TASK 
PV-MNM-̂ T̂ASK (SUBJ) 

PV"SL"TASK 
PV'VSL'VTASK (SUBJ) 

MNM-SL-'TASK 
MNM̂ SL̂ '-TASK (SUBJ) 

DF 

2 
30 

2 
30 

2 
30 

2 
30 

4 
60 

2 
30 

2 
30 

4 
60 

2 
30 

4 
60 

4 
60 

ANOVA SS 

55149215 
24608741 

300735 
1001294 

244155 
3430772 

2061434 
5255802 

1940513 
2599627 

545728 
1713416 

302268 
902660 

318754 
3049051 

1059334 
2202748 

209613 
3009387 

55965 
2527145 

32, 

4, 

1, 

5, 

11, 

4. 

5, 

1, 

7, 

1, 

.40 

.51 

.07 

.88 

,20 

,78 

.02 

,57 

,21 

,04 

,33 

.0001 

aOl 

.3 

.007 

.0001 

.01 

.01 

.1 

.002 

.3 

.8 

'''The Geisser-Greenhouse corection for biased F tests involving 
repeated measures uses the following formulas to correct the 
degrees-of-freedom for the F value. 

df numerator = df effect/df repeated factors 
df denominator = df error term/df repeated factors 

(Keppel, 1982, p.470). This necessitates using 1, 15 degrees-
of -freedom to evaluate the F values. An F value of 4.54 is 
required to reach the .05 level of significance. 
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S.D. = 513. This interaction is illustrated in Figure 2. 

Responses were faster to Negative Probes presented to the 

RVF/LH than Negative Probes presented to the LVF/RH for 14 

of the 16 subjects analyzed. No significant effects were 

observed between Positive Probes presented to the RVF/LH 

Mean = 1176 msec, S.D. = 671 and Positive Probes presented 

to the LVF/RH Mean = 1125 msec, S.D. = 544, F (1,15) = 

1.53, £ > .2. There appeared to be a decision time disad

vantage for negative information presented to the LVF, and 

by inference to the right hemisphere. 

Within the evaluative matching task, a significant 

Visual Field by Match/No Match interaction, F (1,15) = 

9.35, £ < .008 can be seen in Figure 3. Decision times 

for No Match responses presented to the RVF/LH, Mean = 

1134 msec, S.D. = 479, were significantly faster than No 

Match responses presented to the LVF/RH, Mean = 1265 msec , 

S.D. = 531, F (1,15) = 19.24, £ < .0005. Probes requiring 

a No Match response were responded to faster when presented 

to the RVF/LH than to the LVF/RH for 14 of the 16 subjects 

analyzed. Decision times for probes requiring a Match 

response presented to the RVF, Mean = 1203 msec., S.D. = 

628, were not significantly different from Match responses 

presented to the LVF, Mean = 1197 msec, S.D. = 545, F 

(1,15) = .03, £ > .8. 
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Within the evaluative matching task, there was no 

significant effect for Sentence Length, F (1,15) = 1.99, 

£ > .1, or Visual Field by Sentence Length, F (2,30) = 

2.25, £ > .1, indicating that increasing the number of 

items used to form the impressions did not result in longer 

decision times for probes presented to either visual field. 

A Probe Valence by Match/No Match interaction, F 

(1,15) = 5.23, £ < .03, for the evaluative matching task 

can be seen in Figure 4. It can be seen that for Match 

responses. Positive Probes, Mean = 1098, S.D. = 665, were 

responded to faster than Negative Probes, Mean = 1302, 

S.D. = 478, F (1,15) = 5.22, £ < .03. For No Match respon

ses, Positive Probes, Mean = 1202, S.D. = 547, were not 

significantly different from Negative Probes, Mean = 1196 

msec, S.D. = 470, F (1,15) = .01, £ > .9. For Positive 

Probes, Match responses were faster than No Match responses, 

F (1,15) = 4.79, £ < .04. For Negative Probes, Match re

sponses were not significantly different from No Match 

responses, F, (1,15) = 1.60, £ > .2. The ANOVA summary 

table for the evaluative matching task can be seen in 

Appendix I. 
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Word Matching Task 

In contrast to the evaluative matching task, data 

from the word matching task revealed no Visual Field effect, 

F (1,15) = 1.13, £ > .3, Visual Field by Probe Valence in

teraction, F (1,15) = .35, £ > .5, or Visual Field by Match/ 

No Match interaction, F (1,15) = .57, £ > .4. A signifi

cant Match/No Match effect indicates that probes requiring 

a Match response were responded to faster than probes re

quiring a No Match response, F (1,15) = 13.60, £ < .002. 

A significant effect for Probe Valence indicates that Posi

tive Probes supported faster decision times than did Nega

tive Probes, F (1,15) = 4.79, £ < .04. 

A significant Visual Field by Probe Valence by 

Match/No Match interaction, F (1,15) = 8.08, £ < .01, was 

found for the word matching task. For No Match responses, 

decision times for Positive Probes and Negative Probes 

were not significantly different when presented to the RVF 

or LVF, F (1,15) = 1.22, £ >.2. For Match responses, it 

can be seen in Figure 5 that Positive Probes presented to 

the LVF/RH, Mean = 551, S.D. = 212, resulted in the fastest 

decision times, while Negative Probes to the LVF/RH, Mean = 

650, S.D. = 242, resulted in the slowest decision times. 

Match response decision times for Positive Probes, Mean = 

614, S.D. = 265, and Negative Probes presented to the RVF/LH, 
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Figure 5. Mean decision time for probes re
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and right (RVF) visual field and of either negative 
or positive valence within the word matching task. 
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Mean = 600 msec, S.D. = 230, were not significantly 

different, F (1,15) = .20, £ > .6. Match responses for 

Positive Probes presented to the RVF/LH were significantly 

faster than Negative Probes presented to the LVF/RH, F (1, 

15) = 6.17, £ < .02, but slower than Positive Probes pre

sented to the LVF/RH, F (1,15) = 6.15, £ < .02. 

Increasing the number of adjectives presented in 

the sentences for the word matching task resulted in longer 

decision times. A significant Sentence Length effect, (2, 

30) = 21.07, £ < .0001, revealed that decision times for 

one word sentences were quickest. Mean = 588 msec, S.D. 

= 256, followed by two word sentences. Mean = 678 msec., 

S.D. = 298,and four word sentences. Mean = 762 msec, S.D. 

= 321. Sentence Length, however, did not interact with 

Visual Field in the word matching task, F (2,60) = .18, 

£ > .8, indicating that increasing memory load had the 

same effect on LVF and RVF presentations. The ANOVA 

summary table for the word matching task can be seen in 

Appendix J. 

Evaluative Matching Plus Recall Task 

Within the evaluative matching plus recall task, 

there were no significant effects for Visual Field, F 

(1,15) = 1.01, £ > .3; Visual Field by Probe Valence 
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interaction, F (1,15) = 2.50, £ > .1; or Visual Field by 

Match/No Match interaction, F (1,15) = 3.33, £ > .08. The 

Probe Valence by Match/No Match interaction was signifi

cant, F (1,15) = 18.75, £ = .0006, and can be seen in 

Figure 6. It can be seen that for Match responses. Posi

tive Probes, Mean = 821, SaDa = 407, were responded to 

faster than Negative Probes, Mean = 1023, S.D. = 495, F 

(1,15) = 14.32, £ < .001. For No Match responses, however. 

Negative Probes Mean = 810, S.D. = 393, were responded to 

faster than either Positive Probes, Mean = 922, S.D. = 

377, F (1,15) = 17.70, £ < .0008, or Negative Probes re

quiring Match responses, F (1,15) = 10.35, £ < .005. 

Within the evaluative matching plus recall task, 

there was no significant effect for Sentence Length, F 

(1,15) = .76, £ > .4, or Visual Field by Sentence Length, 

F (2,30) = .82, £ >.4, indicating that increasing the 

number of items to be recalled did not result in longer 

decision times for presentations for either visual field. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

The Two-Memory Model 

This research was designed to explore relationships 

between the two-memory model of impression formation and 

cerebral specialization. The memory-scanning tasks were 

designed to provide a replication of Posner and Snyder's 

(1975) study concerning the two-memory system model, and 

to determine relationships between these findings and 

mechanisms proposed to effect lateral performance. 

The data provide a relatively good replication of 

the results found in the Posner and Snyder (1975) study. 

Posner and Snyder used a similar Sternberg (1966) memory-

scanning task and found that an increase in the number of 

item.s used to form an impression, when matched to a probe 

trait, resulted in a reduction in time to make a match. 

When subjects performed exact item matches, an increase 

in the number of traits used as descriptors resulted in a 

linear increase in decision time. For the evaluative 

matching task in the present study, increasing the number 

of adjectives used to form an impression resulted in a non̂  

significant decrease in decision time for determining an 

evaluative match to a probe adjective. For the word 
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matching task, an increase in the items describing the 

person resulted in an increase in decision time to deter

mine an exact item match. 

A two-memory system interpretation of these results 

would suggest that each task required subjects to rely on 

one or the other memory structure. One memory structure, 

that was relied upon in the evaluative matching task, is 

thought to consist of a generalized impression based on 

an integration of evaluative or emotional values of the 

individual sentence items. An increase in descriptive 

items is thought to strengthen the impression and result 

in a reduction of reaction time. The other memory struc

ture, that was relied upon in the word matching task, is 

thought to consist of the actual items presented in the 

sentences. An increase in the descriptive items would 

result in more items to be scanned in memory, resulting 

in longer decision times. 

Perhaps a more parsimonious interpretation of the 

different effects due to increased descriptive items is 

that subjects could make use of a verbal semantic categori' 

zation process in the evaluative matching task and not in 

the word matching task. For the present evaluative match

ing task, adjectives in a single sentence were either all 

positive or all negative in rated valence. It is reason

able to assume that subjects may have categorized each 
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person as being either "good" or "bad". An increase in 

items would merely serve to provide redundant information 

that would not be expected to increase memory load. The 

word matching task, however, required subjects to deter

mine an exact item match. Adjectives in each sentence 

were a mixture of positive and negative items such that 

no clear categorical distinction would be useful. An in

crease in items would serve to require subjects to scan 

more adjectives items held in memory to determine a match, 

which results in longer decision times. 

This interpretation, which stresses semantic cate

gorization, is consistent with previous studies which have 

employed Sternberg's (1966) item recognition paradigm. 

Sternberg's paradigm involves presenting a list of items 

to be held in short-term memory. Subjects are presented 

a single probe item and must make a timed match or no 

match response. Subjects are thought to be forced to 

search short-term memory in order to make a match. A 

nxjmber of studies have demonstrated what is termed a s_et 

size effect; that is, the time required to search short 

term memory increases linearly with the items to be 

searched (Nickerson, 1966; Smith, 1967; Sternberg, 1966). 

A number of studies using this paradigm have shown that 

the linear set size effect is not found when items held 

in memory can be categorized. When the memory items can 
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be categorized, probe items can be matched to the category, 

instead of compared to each item. For example, Ellis and 

Chase (lo71) found that when memory items could be cate

gorized according to size or color, increasing items to 

be searched did not result in linear set size effect. 

More pertinent to the present study, previous studies have 

also found that semantic categorical relationships between 

verbal items being held in memory can also result in a 

reduction of a linear set size effect (Okada and Burrows, 

1973; Reynolds and Goldstein, 1974). 

It is important to note that despite major differences 

between the present tasks and the Posner and Snyder task, 

the findings were very similar for memory of an impression, 

or for items used to form an impression. Subjects in the 

Posner and Snyder task were presented sentences containing 

all positive, all negative, or a mixture of positive and 

negative adjectives. In a single task, subjects were pre-

sented probes that were either exact word matches or matched 

the valence of the memory items. Subjects could therefore 

either use a strategy of relying on a good/bad category or 

search each item in memory. 

The present study was designed to separate these 

strategies by presenting two tasks which were designed to 

influence subjects to consistently use one or the other 

strategy. In this study, the evaluative matching task 
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consisted of sentences with either positive or negative 

items, which would allow the categorization process to be 

relied upon. A separate word matching task used sentences 

containing a mixture of positive and negative items , re

quiring an item-by-item search a Despite the major dif

ferences in the two studies the findings were similar. 

This suggests that the present study was successful in 

tapping into the proposed two-memory system processes for 

impression formation, and provides a basis for determining 

the relationships between these processes and cerebral 

specialization. 

.Lateral Performance Effects 

The Nature of the Stimuli 

The nature of the stimuli used in lateralization 

tasks can be critical to the interpretation of specialized 

processing abilities of the two cerebral hemispheres. In 

each of the memory-scanning tasks in this study, probe 

stimuli consisted of the same set of personality trait 

adjectives. A RVF performance advantage was found for 

the evaluative matching task, but no simple visual field 

effects were found for the other tasks. A simple direct 

access model (Kimura, 1966) predicts that the left hemi

sphere's specialization for processing verbal stimuli will 
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result in a RVF performance advantage for tasks involving 

the processing of verbal information. The direct access 

model has received little support in the literature since 

it is well-known that task demands often supercede stimuli 

in their importance for determining hemisphere effects 

(Elias, Yandell, and Kavacos, 1981; Yandell and Elias, 

in press). 

Task Demands 

Although the actual probe stimuli for the tasks in 

this study were identical, the task demands seem to require 

subjects to focus upon different aspects of the trait ad

jectives. The two-memory model of impression formation 

would allow the interpretation that the evaluative match

ing task required subjects to analyze the affective meaning 

of the traits to form an affective or evaluative impression. 

According to this interpretation, the observed RVF perfor

mance advantage for this task would reflect a left hemi

spheric specialization for processing the affective quality 

of the adjectives. This finding does not provide support 

for Zajonc's (1980) concept of the role of the hemispheres 

for processing personality trait adjectives. Zajonc (1980) 

suggested that the affective processing required of the 

evaluative matches in Posner and Snyder's (1975) study is 

likely to be associated with right hemispheric emotional 
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processing skills. The evaluative matching task in the 

present study also required subjects to focus upon the 

affective qualities of the trait adjectives, similar to 

the emotional matches in the Posner and Snyder (1975) 

study. Findings for the evaluative matching task in the 

present study allow the inference of a left hemispheric 

specialization for the processing of the affective infor

mation. 

The alternative interpretation previously suggested, 

which is that the task allowed subjects to use a good/bad 

person category, is consistent with the RVF performance 

superiority found for this task. The levels-of-processing 

model (Moscovitch, 1980) suggests that performance asymme

tries are more likely to be found on tasks which require 

a deeper processing level or more extensive coding than 

tasks that require shallow or physical information coding. 

The evaluative matching task's requirements for verbal 

semantic analysis and categorization would seem to require 

a deep level of processing, which would be associated with 

the left hemispheric verbal coding system. 

This levels-of-processing model would also be con

sistent with the finding of no visual field effects for 

the word matching task. The word matching task could be 

performed without the verbal semantic coding necessary in 
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the evaluative matching task. Only a "physical" or shal-

lowly processed representation of the traits would be 

necessary for successful performance in the word matching 

task. The levels-of-processing model would account for 

the lack of a visual field effect for shallow coding of 

traits in the word matching task. 

Previous studies have suggested a right hemisphere 

specialization for processing emotional information using 

stimuli such as emotional sounds (Carmon and Nachson, 1973), 

facial expressions, (Ley and Bryden, 1979; McKeever and 

Dixon, 1981), lexical decisions (Graves, et al., 1981), 

or emotional tone of voice (Haggard and Parkinson, 1971; 

Safer and Leventhal, 1977). Each of these previous tasks 

would not be expected to require the level of verbal semantic 

analysis involved in the present evaluative matching task. 

This may suggest that the analysis of affective meaning con

tained in verbal information, such as personality trait ad

jectives, does not require the same affective processing 

that is involved in the processing of nonverbal, emotional 

stimuli. 

The results for the evaluative matching task do not 

provide support for the lateralized valence hypothesis 

(Tucker, 1980). This hypothesis states that the right 

hemisphere is associated with the processing of negative 
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valence information and the left hemisphere is associated 

with the processing of positive valence information. The 

results for the evaluative matching task, which required 

subjects to focus upon the evaluative aspects of the trait 

adjectives, indicated that for the negative valence infor

mation in this task, NVF presentations were responded to 

faster than LVF presentations. These results would allow 

for the inference of a left hemispheric specialization for 

the processing of negative valence information. No visual 

field effects were found for positive valence traits, 

which allows the interpretation that processing positive 

information was processed equally well by either hemispheres. 

Memory Effects 

A number of lateralization studies have shown per

formance asymmetries to be systematically affected by verbal 

memory requirements (Elias, et al., 1979; Hellige and Cox, 

1976; Hellige, et al., 1979; Kinsbourne, 1970). In the 

present study, the descriptive sentences for each task 

contained one, two, or four trait adjectives. Sentence 

length did not interact with visual field for any of the 

three tasks. The lack of an effect on performance asymmetry 

by virtue of increasing the number of items for the evalua

tive matching task may be related to the finding that in

creased sentence length did not effectively increase memory 
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load within the evaluative matching task. For the word 

matching task, increasing the number of items resulted 

in slower decision times. This allows for the inference 

that memory load was effectively increased in this task. 

It is somewhat surprising that the increase in verbal 

memory load did not affect performance asjrmmetries for 

the word matching task. This is inconsistent with the 

previously noted findings that increased memory load alters 

lateralization performance. 

Previous studies which have shown performance as3mi-

metries to be affected by verbal memory requirements have 

employed the concurrent or dual task technique. The dual 

task technique involves the comparison of single task per

formance with performance of the same task in conjunction 

with a concurrent, but separate, verbal memory task. With 

such a task, subjects are required to hold in memory infor

mation that is not necessary to the performance of the 

primary lateralization task. The evaluative matching and 

word matching tasks in the present study employed a memory-

scanning paradigm. In the memory-scanning paradigm, sub

jects must compare a probe item to information stored in 

memory. The memory requirements for this type of task is 

an integral part of the primary task, such that efficient 

performance depends upon adequate memory storage. I'Jhile at 
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the present time it is not clear why these rather different 

means of imposing a memory load should affect lateral per

formance differently, it does suggest that not all memory 

loading procedures will influence lateral asymmetries. 

Perhaps these differences in these types of memory loading 

in some way have different effects on lateral performance. 

The evaluative matching plus recall task represents 

a combination of these two rather different memory loading 

techniques. Matching the evaluative impression to the 

probe item would seem to be relatively independent of the 

added requirement of recalling the actual items to form 

the impression. Responses for the evaluative matching plus 

recall task were significantly faster than the responses 

for the evaluative matching task. It appears that the 

matching process and the memory processes involved in re

calling the actual items were not completely independent. 

The items that were stored and later recalled seemed to 

have facilitated the evaluative matching process. Visual 

field of presentation did not interact with sentence length 

for this task. This occurred despite results that allow 

for the inference that increased memory items did result 

in an effective increase in memory load for the evaluative 

matching plus recall task. For four word sentences, 81.8% 

of the sentences were recalled correctly, where 97.8% of 
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the two-word and 97.3%, of the one-word sentences were 

recalled correctly. It appears that not all memory loading 

manipulations significantly affect cerebral asymmetries, 

and subsequent studies are required to identify aspects 

of the different memory loading techniques that alter 

lateral asymmetries. 

Match or No Match Responses 

An additional factor which previously has been shown 

to interact reliably with laterality is the requirement of 

a match/no match or same/different judgment (Davis and 

Schmit, 1973; Elias, et ala, 1979; hellige, et al., 1979; 

Patterson and Bradshaw, 1975). The memory-scanning tasks 

used in the present study required a match/no match type 

of response to be used. Match or no match responses inter

acted with field of presentation for the evaluative matchin?^ 

task. Visual field differences were found for no-match 

responses but not for match responses within the evaluative 

matching task. A main effect for match/no match responses 

was found for the word matching task, as well as a number 

of interactions involving the match/no match factor in each 

of the three tasks. 

At this time there seems to be no adequate explana

tion of these results. Previous explanations offered for 

match/no match responses have been of a post hoc nature. 
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For example, Elias, et al. (1979) suggested that the left 

hemisphere may process same and different judgments equally 

well by means of a feature-by-feature analytic process; 

whereas, a right hemisphere Gestalt processing strategy may 

be better suited for same rather than different judgments. 

The same/different matching factor seems to consistently 

account for a major portion of variance in most laterali

zation studies which make use of this type of task. The 

task demands and stimuli in these studies have been quite 

varied and the direction of the lateralization effect has 

also varied. There has been little effort directed toward 

systematic investigation of this persistent phenomenon and 

its relevance for understanding hemispheric asymmetry. At 

this point, same/different match asymmetry affects basi

cally have the status of a nuisance variable or epiphenome-

non. 

The present study represents an initial attempt to 

integrate very divergent approaches to the study of the 

influence of affective factors on cognition. The results 

do not provide support for a single relationship between 

cognitive processes assumed to underly the two-memory system 

of impression formation and cerebral asymmetry. The study 

does provide evidence in support of the idea that the pre

sent memory-scanning tasks required a reliance on rather 
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different memory structures. There was no evidence that 

memory for the impression or processing of the evaluative 

meanings of the traits involved specialized right hemi

spheric emotional or effective skills. It is possible 

that the extraction of evaluative meaning from personality 

traits in the memory-scanning tasks does not involve suf

ficiently strong emotional experience necessary to show 

evidence of right hemispheric specialization. Perhaps 

the evaluative matching task could be performed without 

experiencing any feelings that would be classified as 

emotional. Most likely, however, the requirement of 

sem.antic categorization, regardless of the affective con

tent of the stimuli, was the more powerful variable influ

encing lateralization. This is one of the most consistent 

of all asymmetry findings. The idea that one hemisphere 

is an "emotional" processor and the other is not is 

probably a much too simplistic characterization of cerebral 

specialization. 

The fact that cerebral as3mimetry is an extremely 

complex phenomenon, which cannot be adequately explained 

by simple dichotomies, is illustrated by the findings as

sociated with verbal memory loading in the present study. 

The results for the word matching task indicate that the 

verbal memory requirements did not influence performance 

asymmetries, as has previously been reported. Further 
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study of factors that influence performance asymmetry, 

including more varied manipulations of emotion, and varied 

memory loading procedures will be necessary to begin to 

understand the relationships between cerebral speciali

zation, emotional experience, and cognition. 
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APPENDIX A 

EVALUATIVE MATCHING TASK STIMULI 

Table 2. Probe adjectives and associated sentence adjectives 
lists for the evaluative matching task and the evaluative 
matching plus recall task. Evaluative ratings (Anderson 1968) 
for each word are in parenthesis. Mean evaluative ratings are 
presented for each sentence adjective list. 

Four Letter Probes 

wise (5.28̂ ) 
mean ( .37) 

means: 

means: 

Five Letter Probes 

loyal (5.47) 
cruel ( .40) 

means: 

' 

means: 

Six Letter Probes 

honest(5.55) 
greedy( .72) 

means: 

means 

ADJECTIVE LISTS 
1 Word Lists 

kind (5.20) 

(5.20) 

cold (1.13) 

(1.13) 

1 Word Lists 

happy (5.14) 

(5.14) 

nosey (1.02) 

(1.02) 

1 Word Lists 

clever(4.96) 

(4.96) 

boring( .97) 

( .97) 

2 Word Lists 

able (4.36) 
clean (5.14) 

(4.75) 

vain (1.27) 
crude (1.02) 

(1.14) 

2 Word Lists 

nice (4.36) 
alert (4.80) 

(4.48) 
lazy (1.26) 
bossy (1.12) 

(1.19) 

2 Word Lists 

V7arm (5.22) 
frank (4.50) 

(4.86) 

rude ( .76) 
showy (1.53) 

(1.14) 

4 Word 

tidy 
witty 
decent 
gentle 

liar 
moody 
untidy 
vulgar 

4 Word 

good 
moral 
polite 
active 

dull 
phony 
sloppy 
unfair 

4 Word 

neat 
smart 
prompt 
livelv 

weak 
petty 
stingy 
misfit 

Lists 

(4.27) 
(4.80) 
(4.49) 
(5.03) 
(4.65) 

( .26) 
(1.82) 
(1.75) 
( .79) 
(1.15) 

Lists 

(4.80) 
(4.11) 
(4.89) 
(4.55) 
(4.59) 

(1.21) 
( .27) 
(1.53) 
(1.07) 
(1.02) 

Lists 

(4.66) 
(4.88) 
(4.65) 
(4.66) 
(4.71) 

(1.55) 
(1.18) 
(1.43) 
(1.47) 
(1.41) 
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APPENDIX B 

WORD MATCHING TASK STIMULI 

Table 3. Probe adjectives and associated sentence adjective 
lists for the word matching task. Evaluative ratings (Ander
son, 1968) for each word are in parenthesis. Mean evaluative 
ratings are presented for each sentence adjective list. 

ADJECTIVE LISTS 
Four Letter Probes 1 Word Lists 2 Word Lists 4 Word Lists 

wise 
mean 

(5.28) 
( .37) 

means 

wise (5a28) 

(5.28) 

wise (5.28) 
vulgar( .79) 

(3.03) 

mean ( .37) mean ( .37) 
smart (4.88) 

means ( .37) (2.62) 

wise 
bossy 
clever 
gloomy 

mean 
alert 
mature 
unfair 

(5.28) 
(1.12) 
(4.96) 
(1.36) 
(3.18) 

( .37) 
(4.80) 
(5.22) 
(1.07) 
(2.86) 

Five Letter Probes 1 Word Lists 2 Word Lists 4 Word Lists 

wise (5.47) 
cruel ( .40) 

means: 

means 

loyal (5.47) 

(5.47) 

cruel ( .40) 

( .40) 

loyal (5.47) 
cold ( .76) 

(3.11) 

cruel ( .40) 
kind (5.20) 

(2.80) 

loyal 
dull 
polite 
boring 

cruel 
neat 
bright 
misfit 

5.47) 
1.21) 
4.89) 
.97) 

3.13) 

.40) 
4.66) 
4.83) 
1.47) 
2.84) 

Six Letter Probes 1 Word Lists 2 Word Lists 4 Word Lists 

honest(5.55) 
greedy( .72) 

means 

means 

honest(5.55) 

(5.55) 

honest(5.55) 
rude ( .76) 

(3.15) 

greedy( .72) greedy( .72) 
good (4.80) 

( .72) 
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(2.76) 

honest 
liar 
clean 
stingy 

greedy 
warm 
smart 
boring 

(5.55) 
( .26) 
(5.14) 
(1.43) 
(3.09) 

( .72) 
(5.22) 
(4.88) 
( .97) 
(2.95) 



APPENDIX C 

PRACTICE TASK INSTRUCTION 

Instructions as they appear on the video monitor for the 

practice task. 

THE PURPOSE OF THIS TASK IS TO SHOW YOU 

THE TYPE OF RESPONSES REQUIRED AND TO 

ALLOW YOU TO PRACTICE MAKING THESE 

RESPONSES. 

REST YOUR RIGHT ARM ON THE ARM REST AND 

PLACE YOUR RIGHT INDEX FINGER BETWEEN 

THE TWO SMALL SWITCHES. MAKE SURE YOU 

ARE COMFORTABLE. 

PRESS A SWITCH IQ CONTINUE INSTRUCTIONS 

YOU WILL SEE A SINGLE LETTER APPEAR IN 

THE MIDDLE OF THE SCREEN. AFTER A FEW 

MOMENTS THE LETTER WILL BE REPLACED BY 

A SMALL 'CROSS'. YOU SHOULD BE CERTAIN 

TO FIX YOUR GAZE ON THIS 'CROSS' BECAUSE 

ANOTHER LETTER WILL APPEAR VERY BRIEFLY 

TO ONE SIDE OF THE 'CROSS'. YOU MUST 

DECIDE IF THE SECOND LETTER IS THE SAME 

AS THE FIRST. 

PRFSS A SWITCH in CONTINUE INSTRUCTIONS 
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IF YOU DECIDE THE TWO LETTERS ARE THE 

SAME OR A 'MATCH', RESPOND BY MOVING 

YOUR FINGER UP (DOWN) UNTIL THE TOP 

SWITCH CLICKS. IF YOU DECIDE THE TWO 

LETTERS ARE DIFFERENT OR 'NOT A MATCH', 

THEN MOVE YOUR FINGER DOWN (up) UNTIL 

THE BOTTOM SWITCH CLICKS. REMEMBER: 

MATCH - FINGER UP (DOWN) 

NO MATCH - FINGER DOWN (up) 

PRESS A SWITCH IQ CONTINUE INSTRUCTION!:: 

EVERY CENTRALLY PRESENTED LETTER WILL 

BE FOLLOWED BY A LETTER TO ONE SIDE AND 

REQUIRE A RESPONSE. THERE WILL BE A 

NUMBER OF TRIALS. IF YOU HAVE ANY 

QUESTIONS, RAISE YOUR HAND AND THE 

EXPERIMENTER WILL COME IN AND ANSWER 

THEM. 

IF YOU NEED TO SEE THE INSTRUCTIONS 

AGAIN, P R E S S T H E -BOTTOM- SWITCH. 

IF YOU HAVE NO QUESTIONS, PRESS THE 

-TOP- SWITCH. 

THE TASK WILL BEGIN 



APPENDIX D 

EVALUATIVE MATCHING TASK INSTRUCTIONS 

Instructions as they appear on the video monitor for the 

evaluative matching task. 

THAT WAS VERY GOOD! 

NOW YOU WILL SEE A SENTENCE THAT 

DESCRIBES A PERSON'S PERSONALITY. 

FOR EXAMPLE, YOU MIGHT SEE: 

JOHN IS 

KIND NICE 

YOU ARE TO QUICKLY DEVELOP AN IMPRESSION 

OF THE PERSON. IN OTHER WORDS, DECIDE IF 

YOU WOULD LIKE OR DISLIKE THE PERSON. 

PRESS A SWITCH JO CONTINUE INSTRUCTIONS 

THE SENTENCE WILL BE REPLACED BY A 'CROSS'. 

YOU SHOULD BE CERTAIN TO FIX YOUR GAZE 

ON THIS 'CROSS' BECAUSE A SINGLE WORD WILL 

APPEAR VERY BRIEFLY TO ONE SIDE OF THE 

'CROSS.' YOU MUST DECIDE IF THE WORD IS 

CONSISTENT OR INCONSISTENT WITH THE 

PERSON DESCRIBED. FOR EXAMPLE, THE WORD 

'GOOD' WOULD BE CONSISTENT WITH THE 

IMPRESSION OF 'JOHN' IN THE EXAMPLE 

(JOHN IS KIND NICE) AND THE WORD 'BAD' 

WOULD BE INCONSISTENT. 
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PRESS A SWITCH m CONTINUE INSTRUCTIQN.9 

IF THE WORD IS CONSISTENT OR A 'MATCH' 

WITH YOUR IMPRESSION, RESPOND BY MOVING 

YOUR FINGER UP ( D O W N ) . IF THE WORD IS 

INCONSISTENT OR 'NO M A T C H ' WITH YOUR 

IMPRESSION, MOVE YOUR FINGER DOWN (UP). 

SO; 

MATCH - FINGER UP (DOWN) 

NO MATCH - FINGER DOWN (UP) 

RESPOND AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE, TRY TO 

BE ACCURATE, AND GUESS IF YOU ARE NOT 

SURE. 

PRESS A SWITCH IQ CONTINUE INSTRUCTIONS 

EVERY SENTENCE WILL BE FOLLOWED BY A 

WORD PRESENTED TO ONE SIDE AND REQUIRE 

A RESPONSE. THERE WILL BE A NUMBER OF 

TRIALS. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, 

RAISE YOUR HAND AND THE EXPERIMENTER 

WILL COME IN AND ANSWER THEM. IF YOU 

NEED TO SEE THE INSTRUCTIONS AGAIN, 

PRESS THE -BOTTOM- SWITCH. IF YOU 

HAVE NO QUESTIONS, PRESS THE -TOP-

SWITCH. 

THE TASK WILL BEGIN 



APPENDIX E 

SEQUENCE OF STIMULUS PRESENTATIONS 

Illustration of the sequence and timing of stimulus 
presentations 

DISPLAY 1 

] 6 sec 

John is 
warm, proud 
decent, gentle 

DISPLAY 2 

1.5 sec 

(blank) 

DISPLAY 3 

1 sec 
fixation 
point 

+ 

DISPLAY 4 

a 2 sec 

mean 

DISPLAY 5 
L 
1 

masks ! 
1 

ififkic 
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APPENDIX F 

WORD MATCHING TASK INSTRUCTIONS 

Instructions as they appear on the video monitor for the 

word matching task. 

THE NEXT TASK WILL BE SIMILAR TO THE 

LAST ONE. AGAIN YOU WILL SEE A SENTENCE 

THAT DESCRIBES A PERSON'S PERSONALITY. 

FOR EXAMPLE, YOU MIGHT SEE: 

JOHN IS 

KIND NICE 

THIS TIME YOU SHOULD TRY TO REMEMBER 

AS MANY OF THE DESCRIPTIVE WORDS AS 

POSSIBLE. 

PRESS A SWITCH 10 CONTINUE INSTRUCTIONS 

THE SENTENCE WILL BE REPLACED BY A 'CROSS'. 

AGAIN, FIX YOUR GAZE ON THIS 'CROSS'. A 

SINGLE WORD WILL APPEAR VERY BRIEFLY TO 

ONE SIDE OF THE 'CROSS'. YOU MUST DECIDE 

IF THE WORD IS AN 'EXACT WORD MATCH' TO 

ONE OF THE WORDS IN THE SENTENCE. FOR 

EXAMPLE, EACH OF THE WORDS 'KIND' AND 

'NICE' WOULD BE A MATCH TO THE EXAMPLE 

SENTENCE (jOHN IS KIND NICE) AND ANY 

OTHER WORD (GOOD, BAD) WOULD NOT BE A 

MATCH. 
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PRESS A SWITCH IQ. C O N T I N H F INSTRUCTTON.g 

IF THE WORD IS MATCHED WITH A WORD IN 

THE SENTENCE, RESPOND BY MOVING YOUR 

FINGER UP ( D O W N ) . IF THE WORD IS NOT A 

MATCH WITH A WORD IN THE SENTENCE, MOVE 

YOUR FINGER DOWN (UP). REMEMBER: 

MATCH - FINGER UP (DOWN) 

NO MATCH - FINGER DOWN (UP) 

RESPOND AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE, TRY TO 

BE ACCURATE, AND GUESS IF YOU ARE NOT 

SURE. 

PRESS A SWITCH 10 CONTINUE INSTRUCTIONS 

EVERY SENTENCE WILL BE FOLLOWED BY A 

WORD PRESENTED TO ONE AND SIDE AND 

REQUIRE A RESPONSE. THERE WILL BE A 

NUMBER OF TRIALS. IF YOU HAVE ANY 

QUESTIONS, RAISE YOUR HAND AND THE 

EXPERIMENTER WILL COME IN AND ANSWER 

THEM. IF YOU NEED TO SEE THE 

INSTRUCTIONS AGAIN, PRESS THE -BOTTOM-

SWITCH. IF YOU HAVE NO QUESTIONS, 

PRESS THE -TOP- SWITCH. 

THE TASK WILL BEGIN 



APPENDIX G 

EVALUATIVE MATCHING PLUS RECALL TASK INSTRUCTIONS 

Instructions as they appear on the video monitor for the evalu

ative matching plus recall taska 

THAT WAS VERY GOOD,' 

NOW YOU WILL SEE A SENTENCE THAT 

DESCRIBES A PERSON'S PERSONALITY. 

FOR EXAMPLE, YOU MIGHT SEE: 

JOHN IS 

KIND NICE 

YOU ARE TO QUICKLY DEVELOP AN IMPRESSION 

OF THE PERSON. IN OTHER WORDS, DECIDE IF 

YOU WOULD LIKE OR DISLIKE THE PERSON. 

PRESS A SWITCH m CONTINUE INSTRUCTIONS 

THE SENTENCE WILL BE REPLACED BY A 'CROSS'. 

YOU SHOULD BE CERTAIN TO FIX YOUR GAZE 

ON THIS 'CROSS' BECAUSE A SINGLE WORD WILL 

APPEAR VERY BRIEFLY TO ONE SIDE OF THE 

'CROSS'. YOU MUST DECIDE IF THE WORD IS 

CONSISTENT OR INCONSISTENT WITH THE 

PERSON DESCRIBED. FOR EXAMPLE, THE WORD 

'GOOD' WOULD BE CONSISTENT WITH THE 

IMPRESSION OF 'JOHN' IN THE EXAMPLE 

(JOHN IS KIND NICE) AND THE WORD 'BAD' 

WOULD BE INCONSISTENT. 
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PRESS A SWITCH IQ CONTINUE INSTRUCTiON.q 

IF THE WORD IS CONSISTENT OR A 'MATCH' 

WITH YOUR IMPRESSION, RESPOND BY MOVING 

YOUR FINGER UP (DOWN). IF THE WORD IS 

INCONSISTENT OR 'NO MATCH' WITH YOUR 

IMPRESSION, MOVE YOUR FINGER DOWN (up). 

SO: 

MATCH - FINGER UP CDOWN) 

NO MATCH - FINGER DOWN (UP) 

RESPOND AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE, TRY TO 

BE ACCURATE, AND GUESS IF YOU ARE NOT 

SURE. 

PRESS A SWITCH 10 CONTINUE INSTRUCTIONS 

FOLLOWING EACH RESPONSE, YOU WILL SEE 

THE WORD 'RECALL'. AT THIS TIME YOU 

SHOULD TRY TO RECALL AS MANY OF THE 

DESCRIPTIVE WORDS AS POSSIBLE. FOR THE 

EXAMPLE SENTENCE, CjOHN IS KIND NICE), 

YOU WOULD TRY AND RECALL 'KIND' AND 

'NICE'. SAY THE WORDS YOU RECALL OUTLOUD 

(BE SURE TO SPEAK LOUDLY). WHEN YOU HAVE 

RECALLED AS MANY WORDS AS POSSIBLE, 

PRESS A SWITCH AND THE NEXT SENTENCE 

WILL APPEAR. 

PRESS A SWITCH la CONTINUE INSTRUCTIONS 
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EVERY SENTENCE WILL BE FOLLOWED BY A 

WORD PRESENTED TO ONE SIDE AND REQUIRE 

A RESPONSE. THERE WILL BE A NUMBER OF 

TRIALS. IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, 

RAISE YOUR HAND AND THE EXPERIMENTER 

WILL COME IN AND ANSWER THEM. 

IF YOU NEED TO SEE THE INSTRUCTIONS 

AGAIN, PRESS THE -BOTTOM- SWITCH. 

IF YOU HAVE NO QUESTIONS, PRESS THE 

-TOP- SWITCH. 

IH£ TASK WILL BEGIN 
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APPENDIX I 

FOUR FACTOR ANOVA FOR EVALUATIVE 
MATCHING TASK DECISION TIME 

Visual Field (VF) X Probe Valence (PV) X Match/No Match 

Response (NMN) X Sentence Length (SL) 

SOURCE 

VF 
VF (SUBJ) 

PV 
PV (SUBJ) 

MNM 
MNM (SUBJ) 

SL 
SL (SUBJ) 

VF*PV 
VF*PV (SUBJ) 

VF̂ Ml̂ TM 
VF'VMNM (SUBJ) 

VF'̂ SL 
VF*SL (SUBJ) 

PV̂ M̂NM 
PV'-MNM (SUBJ) 

PV-SL 
PV̂ -SL (SUBJ) 

MNM̂ ''SL 
MNM''-SL (SUBJ) 

VF'-PV'MNM 
YpVrpv'VMNM (SUBJ) 

DF 

1 
15 

1 
15 

1 
15 

2 
30 

1 
15 

1 
15 

2 
30 

1 
15 

2 
30 

2 
30 

1 
15 

ANOVA SS 

370233 
817382 

941143 
5275517 

61 
3573374 

192447 
1447407 

1226332 
1551341 

453097 
726540 

521219 
3480807 

1067291 
3058400 

359325 
3040638 

210919 
1943256 

8831 
1367649 

F 

6.79 

2.68 

0.00 

1.99 

11.86 

9.35 

2.25 

5.23 

1.77 

1.63 

.10 

P 

.01 

.1 

.9 

.1 

.003 

.008 

.1 

.03 

.1 

.2 

.7 
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VF*PV*SL 
VF*PV*SL (SUBJ) 

VF*MNM*SL 
VF*MNM*SL (SUBJ) 

PV*MlvfM*SL 
PV*MNM*SL (SUBJ) 

VF*PV*MNM*SL 
VF*PV*MNM*SL (SUBJ) 

2 
30 

2 
30 

2 
30 

2 
30 

289789 
3194228 

56550 
2234725 

398031 
2521126 

167685 
3327826 

1.36 

.38 

2 .37 

.76 

a2 

a6 

. 1 

.4 



APPENDIX J 

FOUR FACTOR ANOVA FOR WORD MATCHING 
TASK DECISION TIME 

Visual Field (VF) X Probe Valence (PV) X Match/No Match 

Response (MNM X Sentence Length (SL) 

SOURCE 

VF 
VF (SUBJ) 

PV 
PV (SUBJ) 

MNM 
MNM (SUBJ) 

SL 
SL (SUBJ) 

VF*PV 
VF̂ P̂V (SUBJ) 

VF''-MNM 
VF''-MNM (SUBJ) 

VF'̂ SL 
VF^SL (SUBJ) 

PV-MNM 
PV'-MNM (SUBJ) 

PV-SL 
PV-SL (SUBJ) 

MNM̂ ŜL 
MNM-SL (SUBJ) 

VF-PV-MNM 
VpVrpV'VMNM (SUBJ) 

DF 

1 
15 

1 
15 

1 
15 

2 
30 

1 
15 

1 
15 

2 
30 

1 
15 

2 
30 

2 
30 

1 
15 

ANOVA SS 

27693 
366739 

95697 
299611 

1992816 
2197387 

1931874 
1375418 

13442 
576106 

9973 
262474 

7664 
630823 

11051 
238208 

27913 
373939 

41122 
826780 

192245 
356893 

F 

1.13 

4.79 

13.60 

21.07 

.35 

.57 

.18 

.70 

1.12 

.75 

8.08 

P 

.3 

.04 

.002 

.0001 

.5 

.4 

.8 

.4 

.3 

.4 

.01 
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VF*PV*SL 
VF*PV*SL (SUBJ) 

VF*MNM*SL 
VF̂ MNM'̂ SL (SUBJ) 

PV*MNM*SL 
PV̂ MNM'̂ SL (SUBJ) 

VF''-PV'̂ MNM>'fSL 
VF*PV*MNM*SL (SUBJ) 

2 
30 

2 
30 

2 
30 

2 
30 

93826 
902013 

62397 
489305 

2 
455495 

389 
705549 

1.56 

la9l 

OaOO 

0 . 0 1 

. 2 

. 1 

1.00 

.99 



APPENDIX K 

FOUR FACTOR ANOVA FOR EVALUATIVE 
MATCHING PLUS RECALL TASK 

Visual Field (VP) X Probe Valence (PV) X Match/No Match 

Response (MNM) X Sentence Length (SL) 

SOURCE 

VF 
VF (SUBJ) 

PV 
PV (SUBJ) 

MNM (SUBJ) 

SL 
SL (SUBJ) 

VF*PV 
VF̂ '-PV (SUBJ) 

VF-'-MNM 
VF-'-MNM (SUBJ) 

VF'̂ 'SL 
VF*SL (SUBJ) 

PV-'fMNM 
PV-'-MNM (SUBJ) 

PV-SL 
PV^SL (SUBJ) 

M̂ JM̂ •'SL 
MNM''-SL (SUBJ) 

VF-'̂ PV-MNM 
VF'VPM-'̂ MNM (SUBJ) 

DF 

1 
15 

1 
15 

1 
15 

2 
30 

1 
15 

1 
15 

2 
30 

1 
15 

2 
30 

2 
30 

1 
15 

ANOVA SS 

61915 
917219 

196113 
672949 

308493 
3647820 

38769 
763707 

106566 
638363 

45828 
206519 

51808 
945140 

2372430 
1897506 

108540 
1241988 

267283 
1268645 

29120 
1136571 

F 

1.01 

4.37 

1.27 

.76 

2.50 

3.33 

.82 

18.75 

1.31 

3.16 

.38 

P 

.3 

.05 

.2 

.4 

.1 

.08 

.4 

.0006 

.2 

.06 

.5 

113 



114 

VF*PV*SL 
VF*PV*SL (SUBJ) 

VF*MNM*SL 
VF*MNM̂ ŜL (SUBJ) 

PV*MNM*SL 
PV*MNM*SL (SUBJ) 

VF*PV*MNM*SL 
VF*PV*MNM''-SL (SUBJ) 

2 
30 

2 
30 

2 
30 

2 
30 

32091 
910882 

51393 
717545 

145718 
1371036 

69649 
1962772 

.53 

1.07 

1.59 

.53 

.5 


